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Minority Leadership Development in Technical and Vocational
Education for Community Colleges and Technical Institutes:

An Imperative for the State of Texas

ABSTRACT

In response to the need for increasing the pool of minorities available for

leadership positions within the community college and technical institute

s. ystem, Texas A&M University responded to a Request for Proposal (RFP)

released by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. The RFP entitled,

"Minority Leadership Development in Technical and Vocational Education for

Community Colleges and Technical Institutes: An Imperative for the State of

Texas" was developed with the assistance of the Coordinating Board Minority

Leadership Search Committee. Its thrust was to:

1. identify potential minority leaders within technical and
vocational education areas.

2. identify methods to develop and train participants.

3. design a leadership training program to move identified
individuals into positions of greater responsibility.

The project was funded for a two year period. Phase I began July 1,

1988 through June 30, 1989. Phase II began July 1, 1989 and ended June 30,

1990. Funding for this program came from federal monies under the Carl D.

Perkins Vocational Act. Texas A&M received $100,000 for Phase I activities

and $225,000 for the Phase ll program. These funds were matched one for one

from other vocational monies at Texas A&M University. The project staff

responsible for conducting the activities associated with the endeavor include,

Dr. La Verne H. Young, Assistant Professor, Dr. Donald L. Clark, Professor and

Head, Department of Industrial, Vocational and Technical Education; and
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Dr. Gonzalo Garcia, Jr., Associate Professor, Department of Educational

Psychology.

The Minority Leadership Development Project encompassed a variety of

components including state and local advisory committees, training institutes

and seminars, academic internships, enrichment activities, a mentorship

program, and a computer data bank listing leadership skills of minority men and

women interested in career opportunities in community college and technical

institute settings. The arena for this leadership development was in Post-

Secondary Vocational Education Programs in the state of Texas.

The development of an effective, state-of-the-arts leadership program,

utilized information from a variety of sources. The identified sources for this

effort included a review of relevant literature, input from experts in leadership

development, an examination of similar program efforts, and gathering of

opinions from people in current leadership roles at post-secondary institutions.

The convergence of information from these various sources provided a valuable

base for program development.
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TEXAS A&M COMMUNITY COLLEGE & TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM:

Minority Leadership Development Project

Introduction

The issue of minority leadership is of crucial importance to professional

educators. Numerous members of various professions have long forecasted

the shortage of minorities in teaching and leadership positions. While a

strong commitment to employing minorities for the teaching profession has

been made, we continue to struggle to maintain and keep these minorities

given the competition from private and other public institutions.

During the late 1960's, leadership development programs were

established in an effort to bring more minorities into the mainstream of American

society and it's educational institutions. National and state studies on the

degree of minority participants in higher educat in have revealed that

leadership development programs focus on the development of higher

education management skills, not on learning about the characteristics of

minority leaders. Also, the programs are seldom evaluated during and or after

the training (Willie, 1984).

Efforts and programs to attract and prepare minorities have been initiated

and developed, such as the ACE Fellows Program (1965), W.K. Kellogg

Foundation National Fellowship Program (1989), and the National Institute for

Leadership Development (1989). However, the ranks of minorities in

administrative and teaching positions within community colleges and technical

institutes continue to grow thinner and thinner.

Minority participation is also found in community colleges, but the

statistics are relatively low. In a study, Today's Academic Leaders in

1
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Community and Junior Colleges by Moore (1985), it was found that among
community and junior colleges, 91% of the administrators were white, 6% were

Black, 2% were Hispanic, and 1% were other. This clearly shows that minority

administrators are underrepresented in community college administrative
positions. Moore (1985) points out that while studies on women in two-year

community college administrative positions are scarce, there are even fewer
studies on minority two-year college administrators. Riveria (1983), showed
that only 47% of 106 community colleges in California had one or more
Hispanic administrators, and most of these administrators were in instruction or
student affairs. Although community colleges have large perL.'ntages of
minority students, these percentages are not reflected in the administrative staff
nor the faculty (Garza, 1984).

Despite the efforts and programs that have been initiated to attract and
prepare minorities for faculty and/or administrative positions, the ranks of
minorities in higher education are narrow. Many of the actions of responding

institutions have been primarily to revise courses and curriculum relating to
content in teacher training. Other efforts include the emergence of student

development workshops in study skills and test-taking, as well as faculty
development workshops. Many of the programs that have been implemented
address the immediate need for minority teachers, but do not address the larger
problem oi too few minorities in educational leadership positions. This
conclusion is supported by research based on an extensive on-line
computerized search of the ERIC system conducted at Texas A&M University
using the Silver Platter Computerized Program. The search revealed that
colleges, schools and departments of education have been busy making a
variety of small changes intended to improve the preparation of students for the

2
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teaching profession and to prepare students for internships and beginning

teacher programs.

The critical shortage of minorities in leadership positions, especially in

community colleges and technical institutes, has not been adequately resolved

by any single previous programmatic response. Further efforts to develop an

individualized, flexible, innovative program will require collaboration among

educational institutions and leaders from the public/private sector to include

business and industry. Elements of previr. Is successful minority recruitment

and leadership programs were integrated in the formation of the Minority

Leadership Program developed at Texas A&M University. The leadership

Program developed was designed to accommodate individuals at a variety of

levels, and capable of being transported to a variety of settings. This program

considers the diversity of the individual and the society.

3
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Thq Review of ihe Literature

The preliminary and ongoing search of the literature focused exclusively

on Minority Leadership, Minority Leadership Programs, and Minority
Leadership skills and competencies. The primary purpose was to identify
documents, studies and programs to assist the Minority Leadership Program at
Texas A&M with the necessary direction required for the development of a
leadership program second to none in the United States. It was imperative that

we gain access to this information to assist aspiring Black and Hispanic leaders
to gain access into various levels of leadership positions within the community

colleges, vocational and technical institutes network throughout the state of
Texas. It was felt that the information acquired helped build a program that
others will want to emulate. Towards this effect the specific aim of the literature
review was three fold:

1. to identify minority leadership programs in Texas and other
states.

2. to identify leadership skills/competencies that are vitally
needed by minorities aspiring to obtain leadership positions atvarious levels in the community college, vocational andtechnical institutes.

3. to identify effective training strategies for use with aspiring
minority leaders.

Minority Leadership Development Programs

During the late 1960's, leadership development programs were
established in an effort to bring more minorities into the mainstream of Amehcan
society and its education institutions (Willie, 1984). The leadership

4
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development programs were usually funded by private foundations and public

institutions.

Literature indicates that retention and recruitment of minorities is the

emphasis of IT ost existing programs. The Minority Teacher Recruitment Project,

a collaborative effort of the Jefferson County Schools and the University of

Louisville in conjunction with a Professional Academy addressed the issue of

recruitment and retention of university teachers, and focuses on the
development and maintenance of ;nterest in a teaching career among minority

high school students. The Teacher Recruitment and Incentive Programs

(TRIPS) in Atlanta involves a collaborative effort to recruit minorities into the

teaching field through special internship programs. Additionally, the Southern

Regional Education Board (SREB) provides assistance to teacher educativ,

programs at predominantly black institutions for the development of programs to

enhance the preparation of black students to better facilitate the growth of the

continuously changing south.

Leadership development programs or projects for minorities include

those that tiave been and are currently being propose with funding by state and

national grants or foundations (Willie, 1984). These programs or projects have

identified, recruited, developed, and mobilized the necessary resources in order

to increase the number of minority leaders in higher education. Examples of

these types of programs or projects are: Texas A&M University Minority

Leader-hip Development Project, Minnesota Hispanic Leadership Project,

Hispanic Leadership Training Project (New Jersey), and University of

Wisconsin Minority Recruitment and Retention Plan.

The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (1989) specifically

addressed the underrepresentation of Blacks and Hispanics in the Texas

Higher Education System. This five year plan is "without federal mandate of

5
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any kind and is earmarked as important milestone in the expansion of

educational opportunity in Texas" (CB, 1989, P. 1). One of the important

objectives included in the plan is to increase the proportions of Hispanic and

Black employees throughout the state's higher education systems by the

development and implementation of affirmative action plans. Each institution

initiative will ensure that: an affirmative action plan is in place and has been

implemented; recruitment programs will be implemented to increase the

proportions of Black and Hispanic employees, including both faculty and

professional non-facity staff, in positions requiring and not requiring a doctoral

degree; and staff development programs will be implemented to prepare

minority faculty and staff to enter and advance in leadership roles within his/her

institution and field.

Wilson and Melendez (1987) in discussing strategies for mainstreaming

minorities stress that majority leaders should recognize that management and

leadership are transformable from minority project to mainstream duties, and

that institutions can benefit from diversity in its leaderships. The authors agree

that efforts must be made to identify and develop minority leaders for the
immediate future to ensure that more minorities choose higher education

careers. A recommendation they make is that institutions increase their efforts

to attract minority students into doctoral programs and provide them with

support, mentors, professional and leadership opportunities.

Minority leadership is truly a concern of community colleges. In their
book, Shared Vision, Roueche, Baker, and Rose (1989) quote a section of the
report by the Commission on the Future of Community Colleges (1988) which
identifies a deficit of minority leaders in community colleges. The report states

"...there is a clear and pressing need to increase diversity among community

college leadership. Currently, ten percent of community college chief executive

6
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officers are women (121 of 1222), as are th:rty-five percent of all administrators.

There are thirty-seven Black, thirty-two Hispanic, and eight Asian chief

executive officers in the nation's community colleges. Blacks and Hispanics are

underrepresented groups, intensive recruitment of women and members of

minorities, as well as careful mentoring of the new recruits, must become long-

term strategies. Looking to the year 2000, we recommend that community

colleges collaborate with universities to develop creative programs aimed to

preparing a new generation of community college presidents. A special effort

should be made to recruit leaders from among minority and female populations

(p. 42)."

Characteristics of Aspiring Minority Leaders

Leadership development programs may be used to enhance the skills

and competencies of minority administrators; however, little information exists

pertaining to leadership development programs that identify the characteristics

of potential minority leaders. The literature search provided virtually no

information pertaining to the skills/competencies required of aspiring minority

leaders in the community college, vocational, and technical institutes. Project

Growth, at the University of Alabama, emphasizes the need for participation by

women an minorities in educational research and leadership, and focuses on

the professional and personal growth of the participants through individualized

programs. The South Carolina Center for Teacher Recruitment implemented a

series of projects to improve the minority teacher pool in that state, which

includes the utilization of various advertising methods and the sponsoring of

conferences to enhance the effectiveness of these projects. The Career Intern

Program, sponsored by the Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America

7
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(OIC/A), involved the use of mentors working cooperatively with individuals to

master skills, and included a handbook of teaching tips for mentors.

Additionally, Leashore (1985) reported on a program which addresses the need

for faculty members at minority institutions who are trained in research. The

program involves computer utilization and an intensive six-week summer

workshop. Although Young (1983) alludes to the fact that the development and

training of women and minorities leadership skills is extremely important, she

never identifies the specific skills needed. Yet, the Young article is

repiesentative of the small number of documents that describe the need for

leadership skills development, in that, the articles neglect to identify the specific
skills needed.

In an effort to bring minorities into the mainstream of American society

and it's educational institutions, leadership development programs were

established to promote minority participation in higher education (Willie, 1984).

However, these programs usually focus on the development of higher

educational management skills, not on learning about the characteristics of

minority leaders in higher educ. don.

Minority Leadership Development Strategies

The third aim of the literature review sought to identify effective training

strategies that could assist in the development of specific leadership skills.

Again the literature search provided minimal information pertaining to the

specific aim. However the search provided direction in that we recognized the

need for flexibility, individualization and creativeness with emphasis on

developing a broad base of knowledge.

8
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A variety of programs have been and are currently being proposed to

meet the professional development needs of minority administrators. According

to McDade (1987), there are three types of professional development programs.

The programs vary by educational goals, mission, content, length, size, and
sponsor.

The first type of a professional development program includes national

institutes and internships which are among the oldest and most prestigious in

higher education. The national institutes are usually sponsored by prestigious

universities and higher education associations. An example of a national

institute is the Institute for Educational Management (IEM) which is co-

sponsored by the Graduate Schools of Business Administration and Education

of Harvard University. The original mission of IEM was to provide access to

women and minorities to enter senior administrative positions.

The second type of professional development programs are
administrative conferences. Administrative conferences are similar to oational

institutes but differ in length, instructional focus, and range of participation. The

conferences usually last from several days to less than two weeks and are

usually co-sponsored by institutions, associations and foundations. McDade
states that new administrators can gain an introduction to the leaders and
issues of their field by participating in the activities and programs of nationai

associations.

The third type of professional programs discussed by McDade includes

short seminars, workshops, and meetings. Both academic and non-academic

administrators of all institutions and at all position levels are usually able to

attend on a regional or state basis. Short seminars, workshops, and meetings

are one to three days in length. They are usually sponsored by a wide variety of

associations, institutions, foundations, government agencies, private

9
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companies, and consulting firms. The focus is on specialized issues and

problems in both the educational and management areas. While these types of

programs may not be targeted especially for minorities, the availability of these

programs are of benefit to any aspiring administrator (McDade, 1987).

Summary

The process for the identification, retrieval, and reviewing of selected

articles and documents was completed at the Texas A&M University library. In

order to obtain the information that was highly sought and needed, many

databases housed in the University's library and outside of the University, were

utilized throughout the 1988-1989 school year. These databases include:

Dissertation Abstracts (January 1985 - December 1988, July 1980 - December

1984, and 1861 - June 4980); Education Resources Information Center (ERIC,

1952 - present); Index to United States Documents (1976 to present);
Psychological Literature (January 1983 - to June 1989, January 1974 to

December 1982); Resources in Education (June 1960 - present). Also the

Automated Information Retrieval Service (AIRS), which has the capacity to

search over 142 databases, was utilized in the search. The major descriptors

utilized for the various databases searches included the following: minority,

Hispanic, Black, female, leadership, development, training, vocational,

technical, leadership programs, development programs, skills, role

development, competencies, achievement training, leadership abilities,

attitudes, attributes, character traits, training goals, personality. The numerous

descriptors used to search the various databases generated thousands of

unusable articles and documents. However, many of these sources were

reviewed. Although the literature search had not provided any definite direction

1 0
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regarding minority leadership in the community college, vocational and

technical institutes, the search continues with great intensity to uncover vital
information.

Progress in education is based upon the decision of its leaders. The

development of one program will not solve the problem of under-representation

of minorities in the administrative and leadership positions in community

colleges, vocational and technical institutes. With this in mind, the Minority

Leadership Development Project had incorporated creative strategies to
identify, communicate, and obtain pertinent information regarding the objectives
of a successful comprehensive program.



Description of the Project

In response to the need for increasing the pool of minorities available for

leadership positions within the community college and technical institute

system, Texas A&M University responded to a Request for Proposal (RFP)

released by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. The RFP entitled,

"Minority Leadership Development in Technical and Vocational Education for

Community Colleges and Technical Institutes: An Imperative for the State of

Texas was developed with the assistance of the Coordinating Board Minority

Leadership Search Committee (Appendix A). Its thrust was +o:

1. identify potential minority leaders within technical and
vocational education areas.

2. identify methods to develop and train participants.

3. design a leadership training program to move identified
individuals into positions of greater responsibility.

The project was funded for a two year period. Phase I began July 1,

1988 through June 30, 1989. Phase II began July 1, 1989 and ended June 30,

1990. Funding for this program ceme from federal monies under the Carl D.

Perkins Vocational Act. Texas A&M received $100,000 for Phase I activities

and $225,000 for the Phase II program. These funds were matched one for one

from other vocational monies at Texas A&M University.

Texas A&M University has had a long-standing commitment to
excellence. The community colleges and technical institutes in Texas have

been the benefactors of this commitment to excellence in that at least 22
individuals who are employed in leadership positions in the technical program

divisions hold a doctorate in either Industrial or Vocational Education from

1 2
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Texas A&M University. Numerous individuals holding undergraduate and/or

master's degrees are also employed in the community co:lege and technical

institute systems in the state.

As evidenced by a number of initiatives, Texas A&M University has made

a concerted effort to assist the State of Texas in meeting the challenge of
developing equity in all levels of education and employment. Based upon an

established commitment to equity, which includes preparing minorities to enter
and advance in leadership roles in education, it was appropriate for the land-

grant university to respond to the RFP from the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board.

The specific guidelines of the RFP suggested that the model include the
following:

1. A plan to survey Texas community colleges, technical
institutes, and their chief executive officers to identify potential
minority leaders.

2. A plan to survey the public/private sector (to include the total
community, e.g., public schools, business, industry,
universities) to identify potential minority leaders in technical
and vocational education and encourage them to enter the
community college and technical institute system.

3. The development of a computerized minority candidate databank which forwards resumes to community colleges and
technical institutes.

4. A mechanism to identify areas of under-representation of
minority professionals.

5. Use of non-traditional resources such as Chambers of
Commerce, community minority professional organizations,
etc.

6. Opportunities for academic credit in a teaching discipline or
administration which would qualify participant for advancement
within community colleges and technical institutes in Texas.

7. Upon successful completion of the program be awarded a
certificate or credit towards an appropriate degree.

1 3
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8. The design of a non-traditional leadership training program
which incorporates flexibility and innovative ideas.

9. The design of an internship program which would include
inter/intra institutional internships at community colleges and
technical institutes.

10. A summer institute as an integral part of the training.

11. The development of a mentor program.

In addition to the suggestion in the RFP that community college/technical
institute and other selected public/private sector units in Texas be surveyed to
identify potential minority leaders, the Texas A&M University model also
included within this survey, the identification of needed leadership skills and
suggested innovative ways of developing these skills.

The Minority Leadership Development Project encompasses a variety of

components including state and local advisory committees, training institutes
and seminars, academic internships, enrichment activities, a mentorship
program, and a computer data bank listing leadership skills of minority men and
women interested in career opportunities in community college and technical
institute settings. The arena for this leadership development is in Post-
Secondary Vocational Education Programs in the state of Texas.

The development of an effective, state-of-the-arts leadership program,
utilizes information from a variety of sources. The identified sources for this
current effort include a review of relevant literature, and research input from
experts in leadership development, an examination of similar program efforts,

and gathering perspecitves on leadership from people in current leadership
roles at post-secondary institutions. The convergence of information from these

various sources has provided a valuable foundation for program development.

1 4



Advisory_Committeea

The members of the state advisory committee were selected from

postsecondary institutions, other community agencies, the private secto., the

Coordinating Board and the Coordinating Board Minority Leadership Search

Committee. Members were selected based upon the following criteria: 1) their

knowledge and responsibility as related to each objective to be achieved; 2)

their background and/or leadership roles, and 3) their willingness to make a

commitment of time and interest. Additionally, a local advisory committee

consisting of Texas A&M University faculty and administration was identified to

assist the project staff in coordinating the planning, delivery and evaluation of

the project activities (see Appendix B).

The responsibilities of the Advisory Committees were to provide

guidance, input and feedback on the project components. In addition, members

served as keynote speakers and presenters for the leadership program as well

as mentors for individual participants.

During the two-year period ot Phases I & ll of the project, two formal

meetings of the state advisory committee were held. In the first meeting, IA lich

was held on October 13, 1988, the committee discussed (a) an overview of

project, (b) the data collection phase, (c) the DACUM panel, (d)

institutionalization and external funding, (e) criteria for nominating and selecting

participants and (f) the evaluation of project and the meeting.

At the second meeting, which was held on October 13, 1989, the

committee discussed (a) an update of project activities including survey results,

(b) the advisory committee input and feedback of future project activities and

initiatives and (c) generated ideas and strategies. At that time the committee

1 5



had the opportunity to meet with the thirty-six participants selected for the
program.

MInorjty Candidate Database

One component of the Minority Leadership Development Program called

for the establishment of a computer based resume system. The Minority
Candidate Database (MCDB), as it has been entitlec., is aimed at providing a

broader employment network for minority educators interested in ve:lational-

technical employment at a Texas community college or technical institute.
Individual candidates could be interested in employment positions ranging
from entry-level instruction to upper-level administration. The primary goal was

to develop a mechanism for assisting both the employer and prospective

employees in accessing each other. In the process of achieving this goal it was

important that the system be responsive to the needs of both employers and
employees.

The first source of candidates for inclusion in the MCDB were the
Presidents, Deans and Directem of the community colleges and technical
institutes who had completed a survey to identify obstacles to advancement.

This first group of nominees was contacted, oriented to the purposes of the
MCDB and provided a resume form. The search for candidates was then
broadened by an extensive networking activity. Minority related community

organizations were also contacted as sources of nominations. Agencies were

originally contacted with a letter explaining the service and alerting them to an
upcoming phone call involving arrangements for receiving the candidate
nomination forms.

The resume form content represents a compromise between desire for
detail and the necessity of having a concise, easily completed instrument. The

1 6
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resume form is divided into three primary components: Personal Data,

Education and Training, and Career Inventory. The Personal Data section

solicits identifiers data including: candidate name, home and office address,

telephone, age, race and sex, and whether the individual is willing to relocate.

The Education and Training section documents educational history data on

grades completed, higher education hours and degrees, and major and minor

subject areas. The most extensive section of the resume form is the Career

Inventory component. Here the candidates eecord their: current type of

employment, current position within organization, car Ber goals, general

employment experience (separated in to business/industry/military and

education), administrative experience, teaching experience, and specific

areas of prior employment (e.g., agriculture, vocational home economics,

distribution and marketing, office, data processing, industrial education, health,

technical education).

Based on the positive response thus far, the database can be expected

to grow. Additional community agencies and referral sources were contacted.

As potential candidates identified, their resume information was entered in the

database. A brochure was developed that informs CEOs of community

colleges and technical institutes of the availability and function of the MCDB. As

the MCDB is utilized by these employers who are looking to hire and promote

minorities, this will facilitate the overall objective of increasing opportunities for

minorities, and add impetus to the MCDB.

The DACUM Process

In addition to the review of the literature, the identification of leadership

skills came about as the result of surveying CEOs and deans of colleges to help
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identify competencies and skills, as well as obstacles and barriers to leadership

promotion. The actual results can be found in appendix C.

The DACUM panel was another source used by the project to identify

needed competencies and skills. DACUM or "Developing A cairriculum" is an

innovative approach to occupational analysis. It has proven to be a very

effective method of quickly determining, at relatively low cost, the tasks that must

be performed by persons employed in a given job or occupational area. The

profile chart that results from the DACUM analysis is a detailed and graphic

portrayal oi the duties and tasks involved in the occupation of the job being

studied.

DACUM operates on the the following three premises:

1. Expert workers are better able to describe/define their job than
anyone else.

2. Any job can be effectively and sufficiently described in terms of
the tasks that successful workers in that occupation perform.

3. All tasks have direct implications for the knowledge and
attitudes that workers must have in order to perform the tasks
correctly.

A primary reason for using DACUM was the desire to establish a

relevant, up-to-date, and localized curriculum base for the Minority Leadership

Development program. DACUM is a process of developing a profile of skills,

tasks, or competencies from an analysis of an occupation or position, performed

by a panel of experts, that can be used as a guide or plan for developing a

program or curriculum.

The DACUM process began with a general meeting on February 9-10,

1989 at Texas A&M University. Ten individuals were nominated and selected

to participate in the process. These individuals included: one president, one
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vice chancellor, two deans, one director, two professors, and one vice
president. A list of the panel members is located in Appendix D. The meeting

resulted in the classification of the competencies as well as review and revision

of those competencies generated in the discussion. The panel completed a
prioritizAd list of competencies and a final review at the close of the meeting.

Survey Design and Analysis

A solid information base is essential for designing an effective leadership

training program. To develop this base, the Public Policy Resources Laboratory

(PPRL) gathered information from current experts in the field. Two mail surveys

provided the vehicle for gathering this information.

The target population for both surveys was people close to the issues of
leadership in post-secondary education. The first and most critical survey group

consisted of Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of community colleges and
techniral institutions. The second group surveyed included Deans and
Directors at Post-Secondary Institutions and other people in leadership roles in
related programs.

To gather exploratory information for program development encourage

respondents to Vate their opinions, and to maximize the richness of their
responses, the survey format utilized open-ended questions. The questionnaire
developed for the first survey asked the CEOs to:

non,.nate potential minority leaders as candidates to serve as
mbiltors or role models for these potential leaders, and

designate current minority leaders appropriate to serve as
mentors or role models for these potential leaders, and

identify obstacles and barriers to the advancement of minority
leaders within community colleges and technical institutes.
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Three questions focused on identifying specific obstacles and barriers to

leadership advancement within post-secondary educational settings. Each

question elicited information on a different aspect of the issue: 1) professional

skills, 2) institutional obstacles, and 3) personal characteristics. Specifically, the

three questions asked:

Question 1:
What do you feel are the three most important professional skills or
attributes required of minorities for leadership positions in community
colleges and technical institutes as compared to non-minorities?

Question 2:
What are the three most prevalent institutional obstacles or barriers for
minorities in assuming leadership positions at community colleges and
technical institutes in general?

Question 3:
What are the three most prevalent personal obstacles or barriers for
minorities in assuming leadership positions?

Mailed in November, 1988, the CEO survey response rate was 55%. Table 1

provides more specific information about returns. Survey respondents

nominated 78 potential candidates, designated 71 possible mentors or role
models, and contributed numerous opinions regarding barriers to leadership

advancement of minority men and women.

Table 1: Minority Leadership Survey CEO Response Rates.

Chief Executive Officers CEO Survey

Number of Surveys Mailed = 66

Number of Surveys Returned = 36

Response Rate = 55%
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The focus of the second survey was a more diverse audience. The

population of interest included the Deans and Directors of community colleges

and technical institutes, leaders from JTPA's Private Industry Councils, and

individuals listed in the Directory of

Members of the Student Personnel Administration for Post-Secondary

Schools. The Deans/Directors/Others ;. DO) survey called for identification of

potential mentors and included the three questions on barriers to leadership

advancement. Nominations for the Leadership Training Program were not

requested. However, names of minority candidates for inclusion in the

computerized Minority Candidate Database (MCDB) were collected.

The mailing of 245 Deans, Directors and Others (DDO) surveys occurred

in late November, 1988. As anticipated, the response rate for this more broadly

based group was considerably less, especially for those outside post-

secondary educational settings. Fifty-on surveys were returned. However,

information obtained during follow-up telephone calls revealed that individuals

at several institutions answered the survey in groups and returned only one

composite response. Table 2 presents response information about the DDO

survey.

Table 2: Minority Leadership Survey DDO Response Rates

Deans/Directors/Other Administration - DDO Survey

Number of Surveys Mailed = 245

Number of Surveys Returned = 51

Response Rate = 21%
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Results identified 126 mentors and 87 minority candidates for the MCDB.

A variety of opinions about barriers and obstacles to leadership advancement

were also identified by the DDO group.

Pesults of the Survey

The results of both surveys provided the Minority Leadership

Development Project with a plethora of valuable information. Table 3 presents

a summary of the survey outcomes. The first three figures in Table 3 relate to

the identification of minority men and women to part.icipate in the three major

components of the project.

Table 3: Outcomes of the Minority Leadership Surveys

Survey Respondents Identified:

78 Nominees for Leadership Development Training

87 Candidates for the Minority Candidate Database

197 Potential Mentors or Role Models

452 Opinions About Barriers to Leadership

Although there were several steps before final decisions were made

regarding candidates for the Training, MCDB or Mentor groups, a sufficient

group of people was available to begin the selection process. Thus, the

surveys provided an effective vehicle for identifying an initial pool of people

from post-secondary institutions for each of these important program

components.

Identifying barriers and obstacles to attaining and advancing in

leadership positions was a major objective of the surveys. Three open-ended
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questions elicited from survey respondents. Each question focused on a

separate aspect of barriers to leadership anainment:

Professional skills and attributes issues,

Institutional or systems issues, and

Personal characteristics issues.

The richness and variety of material generated by open-ended questions

can be a disadvantage when one is attempting to provide a concise summary.

Analyses of survey responses required to reducing the complexity of the data

into fewer and simpler categories. First, responses were read and recurrent

themes identified. Themes were catalogued into general categories that

incorporated the meaning of the responses. Data coders were trained to

reliably classify opinions into response categories. Inter-rater reliability checks

were conducted periodically. Responses to each question were thus coded into

discrete categories that subsequently provided the base for calculations. Due

to the consistency of the information provided, the responses from the two

surveys were pooled for analyses.

Professional Skills and Attributes

Professional skills and attributes are essential to leadership roles within

a post-secondary educational setting. Survey respondents stated 140 opinions

identifying professional skills of most importance. Opinion about professional

skills covered seven categories.

Table 4 displays the results of analyses on responses to Question 1

concerning necessary skills and attributes. The first column contains seven
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categories in descending order of importance. The second column lists the

frequency of the responses in each category. Since respondents were asked to

list the "three most important skills", the percentages were calculated using the

total number of responses given to each question.

The three most important professional skills rated by respondents were

Managerial Skills Competency (31%), Effective Communication Skills (26%)

and Individual Leadership Characteristics (20%). Other important skills include

Knowledge and Technical Skills (17%), Understanding Organization Culture

(16%), and Effective Interpersonal Skills (13%).

Competency in Managerial Skills was rated as most important. Many

responses did not define the term or list sub-skills, but focused on the need fur

experience and training in various management roles. Several others listed

specific skills such as "ability to delegate", "fiscal management", and "computer

literacy."

Table 4: Survey Responses to Question 1.

Category
Frequency

of Response Percent
Managerial Skills Competence

Effective Oral and Written
Communication Skills

Individual Leadership
Characteristics

44

37

31%

26%

28 20%

Knowledge and Technical
Skills Competence 24 17%

Understanding Organizational
Culture 22 16%

Effective Interpersonal and
Social Skills 18 13%

No Difference/Not Applicable 7 5%
140 100%Total Responses
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Effective Communication Skills require developed abilities in both

written and oral communication. The majority of people who identified

communication skills emphasized the ability to transfer informati3n and ideas

accurately and effectively to other people. Only a few stressed language usage.

Several respondents also pinpointed the ability to deliver presentations and

public speeches as an essential skill.

Individual Leadership Characteristics encompassed a variety of

attributes. Although difficult to define behaviorally, expressing "self-confidence",

"self-worth" and "self-esteem" were important. Being "friendly" and "outgoing"

and "assertive" were also identified by many respondents. Several people

indicated that an Interest in knowledge acquisition", and "openness to new

learning and ideas", were essential for advancing into positions of leadership.

In educational settings, Knowledge and Technical Skills

Competence referred to expertise in the specific content area for which the

person was hired, such as a vocational skill or academic subject area. Here, a

"high level of competence", "educational credentials", "academic degrees", and

"cutting edge expertise in their field" all referenced the importance of a superior

level of knowledge for effective leadership.

Understanding Organizational Culture covered several topics that

were related to interpretation of how the organization or agency accomplishes

its business. More general referents included "knowledge of

procedures/policy/processes", "clear vision of mission and purposes" and

"understanding the hierarchy". More specific barriers mentioned having "a

professional appearance". The most frequently identified topic area was the

ability to effectively handle discrimination and prejudice if and when

pncountered, and to refrain from viewing all issues in terms of an ethnic or racial

viewpoint. Examples were "not to dwell on past discrimination", "tolerance with
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racial discrimination", "move beyond their minority status to see themselves as

professionals" and "put accomplishment of job responsibilities above

ethnic/racial activist issues."

Effective Interpersonal and Social Skills involved all areas of skills

necessary to work with other people. Other people might include "working with

colleagues", "using the local and state power structures", "building a safe

support network", and to "be effective in unfavorable settings." Being "friendly

and professional" and having the ability "to work within the system to effect

change" were identified as important professional attributes.

institutional Barriers

Institutional barriers can negatively impact minorities assuming

leadership positions. Table 5 presents the results of the analyses on

responses to Question 2. A total of 159 opinions were stated on institutional

obstacles and barriers. Table 5 lists them in descending order, ranked by

frequency of response.
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Table 5: Survey Responses to Question 2.

Question 2: What are the three most prevalent institutional
obstacles or barriers for minorities in assuming leadership
positions at community colleges and technical institutes in
general?

Category
Frequency

of Response nt

Limited Commitment by
Institution and Community 40 25%

Lack of Support Networks
and Mentors 33 21%

Existence of Discrimination/
Prejudice and Bias 32 20%

Inadequate Opportunities for
Leadership Preparation 18 11%

Limited Opportunities for
Advancement 16 10%

Insufficient Numbers of
Qualified Applicants for
Positions 15 9%

No Barriers/Not Applicable 5 3%
Total Res onses 159 100%

Limited Commitment by the institution and Community was the

most prevalent barrier cited by survey instrument respondents. Illustrations

identified "lack of commitment of key administrators", "biased Board and

Administration", "obstructionistic hiring and promotion practices", "unwillingness

to take a chance on a minority candidate", "lack of aggressive affirmative action

policies", "non-membership in the 'good-old-boys' network" and "lack of support

from others." References to the community included "fear of community
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reaction", "mores of the community", "sense of community opposition" and "local

community politics."

The Lack of Support Networks and Mentors was specifically cited

by numerous respondents. In addition to the lack of mentors other barriers

included "limited exposure to programs", "too few role models" especially

"minority role models", and "lack of clearly defined leadership career tracks."

Limited access to support networks was a frequently mentioned barrier often

coupled with the non-accessibility of the 'good-old-boy' system. Other

networking barriers were the lack of "influential colleagues and family" and the

lack of "minority networks".

Existence of Discrimination, Prejudice and Bias within the

institution was cited by several respondents. Illustrative opinions include

"perceptions and beliefs that minorities cannot be good leaders", "prejudice

against color, "fear of litigation", "double standards", "unrealistic stereotypes"

and "opportunities for expenence are seldom available so "old prejudices

exist." Bias at the institutional level results in "failure to encourage minorities to

apply for positions", "unwillingness to develop minorities", and "lack of good

recruitment programs."

inadequate Opportunities for Leadership Preparation covered

areas of training, education and experience. Frequent themes were "lack of

exposure", "insistence on prior job experiences Catch 22", "opportunities for

experience seldom available", "limited access to leadership/growth

opportunities" and "lack of involvement in professional organizations."

Limited Opportunities for Advancement pertained to barriers such

as "little turnover in leadership positions", "vying of different minority groups for

same positions", "lots of competition for key positions", and "internal promotion

systems from w;.:Iin a non-minority personnel pool."
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Insufficient Numbers of Qualified Applicants for Positions

related to several institutional or system practices, and to geographical

considerations. Barriers focus on "locating qualified minorities", "getting

applicant to relocate", the fact that "many community colleges are in small rural

areas where people do not wish to relocate", "openings only in 'non-minority'

districts", and lack of active and good recruitment programs."

Eirland--CharialathillaciLMatigi

Question 3 queried respondents about their opinions on personal

characteristics of minority men and women that were barriers to assuming

leadership positions. Table 6 presents the ranked categories of response for

this item. An examination of Tat, le 6 reveal that many of the categories listed

were previously identified under professional skills and institutional barriers to

assuming leadership positions. For some areas, personal characteristics are

the reflection of broader professional and systems at the individual level.
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Table 6: Survey Responses to Question 3.

Question 3: What are the three most prevalent personal
obstacles or barriers for minorities in assuming leadership
positions?

Frequency
Categotv of Response Percent

Lack of Self-Confidence 32 21%

Limited Support Networks
for Professional Activities
(family, personal, work
and community) 32 21%

Misinterpretation of Organi-
zational Culture Issues 14 9%

Limited Financial Resources 11 7%

Ineffective Communication
for Managerial Positions 11 7%

Expectation of Discrimination/
Prejudice 11 7%

Insufficient Educational
Achievement for Managerial
Positions 10 6%

Inappropriate Racial/Ethnic
Focus/Interpretation
Non-racial/Ethnic Issues 7 5%

Unwillingness to Relocate
to Areas Where Leadership
Opportunities Exist 6 4%

Pursue Advancement in
Non-Education Employment
Options 2 1%

Don't Know/Non-Applicable ....a_. _aczcL__

Total Responses 153 100%
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Two ba:*riers received equal counts for the most important personal

chore, Lack of Self-Confidence and Limited Support Networks. Each

of these categories had a frequency of 32 or 21%, which was significantly

higher than any other personal characteristics listed.

Lack of Self-Confidence was cited specifically by numerous

respondents. Related obstacles in this category were "self-doubt" reinforced by

"lack of recognition", "reluctance to leave safe or known environments", "lack of

role models which reinforces feelings of not being capable", and no "self-

marketing skills."

Expectations of Discrimination and Prejudice was identified as

an obstacle that prevents minorities from assuming leadership positions.

Opinions stated on this obstacle included "attitudes that the establishment will

not permit minorities to pass certain levels", "discrimination still around", and ;he

pressure of being "watched more closely and must prove one's self."

Limited Support Networks for Professional Activities included

support systems both within and outside of the work environment. Specifically

mentioned were lack of support from family, friends, co.workers, supervisors,

and the community. Family issues identified "extended family responsibilities

and commitments", "often first in family with education and professional job",

"hesitancy to join establishment because of pressures from family and friends",

and pressures of "moving away from family and friends to new environment".

Pursuing advanced education was not always a positive, when peers pressured

"Why are you getting a doctorate?" and "think that one must give up personal

ties when moving up in leadership positions." This lack of personal support and

social networks is combined with limited professional and community support.

Minority men and women were described as having "little access to networks

and mentors", "not being accepted in the community or by clubs and service
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organizations" and not knowing "organizational politics" and the "corporate

culture."

Misinterpretation of Organizational Culture Issues covered

barriers such as "misinterpretation that criticism always reflects their minority

status", "inappropriate dress", "more concern for ethnic problems that doing their

job", "not understanding demands of the position" and learning that "success

comes after many failures."

Limited Financial Resources refer to several issues. These issues

included "inadequate financial support", "extended family responsibilities", "lack

of money to complete degrees", and "limited financial resources to pay for travel

to interviews" or for "moving to a new job site." Lack of money also "limits

access to graduate education due to economic and geographic constraints."

Ineffective Communication Skills for Managerial Positions

included "oral and written communication skills" and "language skills.' The

"absence of speaking skills needed for presentations was also cited as a

barrier.

Expectation of Discrimination and Prejudice was identified as an

obstacle that prevents minorities from assuming leadership positions. Opinions

stated described "attitudes of the establishment that will not permit minorities to

pass certain levels", "discrimination is still around", and the "pressure of being

watched more closely" and "that one must prove one's self."

Insufficient Eduvational Achievement for Managerial Positions

referred to the "lack of education" and "not having appropriate degrees."

"Unrealistic career goals" and "not taking the initiative to get necessary

background to move up" were also included in this category.

Inappropriate Racial/Ethnic Focus and Interpretation of Non-

Racial/Ethnic Issues included inappropriate "concerns for ethnic issues over
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doing their job", "not taking equal time for these concerns", and that "criticism

dc.es not mean bias." Minority men and women v, ere described as "often over-

sensitive on issues" and the they often "assume disagreements with ideas are
racially based."

UnwilHngness to Relocate to Areas Where Leadership
Opportunities Exist covers various aspect3 of personal barriers. These

aspects include "laic of mobility - not wanting to go where the opportunities

are", "unwillingness to live in small towns" to not wanting to "live outside

metropolitan areas" and "reluctance to leave safe or known environments."

Relocation issues referred to both moving for education and employment
opportunities.

Pursue Advancement in Non-Education Employment Options
includes choices the individual makes to explore leadership opportunities in
business and industrial settings. That "good minority can iidates go into
industry leaving fewer for education" is the theme reflected here.

Recommendations

The Minority Leadership Survey provided a rich perspective and
valuable insight into barriers that limit minority men and women from assuming

leadership positions. In reviewing the qarious responses, it is important to

remember that the responses summarized here are opinions and perceptions of
an expert group. Opinion statements addressing opan-ended questions are
interesting and exciting. However, it is important to remember that they are

opinions and not documented factual data.

The opinions noted are those of a group of people in leadership
pesitions within the targeted post-secondary educational institutions. Their
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opinions provide an important perspective on what barriers and obstacles are

currently operating within this system. The barriers and obstacles identified by

the survey respondents can be sustained or contradicted through

complementary information gathered by other components of the Minority

Leaderlo_ j2es_euxiginLergua. The following recommendations are based

on the results of the surveys:

1. Provide education and training opportunities for developing
competency in specific managerial and supervisory skills.

2. Implement a mentorship program to provide for the
development and nurturing of potential leaders by experts who
are functioning successfully in leadership positions.

3. Assist potential leaders in structuring successful growth
experiences in a variety of settings and with several role
models.

4. Identify sources of financial support and assistance for
accessing informal and formal educational opportunities.

5. Develop an active and effective job placement service that
focuses on recruitment, job seeking skills, job development,
information linkages, employment networks, and follow-up
consultation atter the hire.

6. Assist potential leaders in developing support systems and
networking groups for skill acquisition as well as social and
emotional support.

7. Develop methods and vehicles for potential leaders to practice
leadership skills in non-threatening or non-work environments.

8. Instruct potential leaders in how to identify, assess, respond to,
understand, be effective in and change existing "corporate
culture."

9. Teach strategies and methods for addressing and eliminating
bias, prejudice and discrimination within work settings.

10. Prrvide ongoing, safe and supportive consultation services to
assist potential and emerging leaders with avarice, and
problem or issue resolution.
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1.

Community College & IgghokallEtataulgLosiffgui 2
Deyelournent Proaram

Based upon an established interest to meet the needs of community

colleges and technical institutions, Texas A&M developed and conducted a

leadership program which identif ed and prepared thirty-six (36) minority

individuals for advancement in teaching and leadership positions in Texas.

During Phase I (July 1, 1988-June 30, 1989), individuals who could enter and

advance in leadership roles werc identified from both the public and private

sectors.

During Phase II (July 1, ',989-June 30, 1990), Texas A&M provided the

optimal experience for the growth and development of thirty-six individuals

nominated to participate ir, the leadership development program. The

distinctiveness of the progrAm lay in its emphasis upon growth experiences in

both a personal and professional nature for emerging leaders in the community

college and technical institutions in Texas.

The key elements of the program included a 2-day orientation held in

May of 1989, and a 14-hour graduate credit program outlined below.

pro uate Credit

3 hours (1)
4 hours (1)
8 hours (2 sem.)

three week summer institute (May/June 1989)
three week summer institute (May/June 1990)
academic internship/mentorship
September 1989-May 1990 (400 clock hours)

In addition, four (4) weekend seminars, conferences and other
enrichment activities were provided. The thirty-six individuals who were

selected received graduate credit, travel expenses and per diem while in the

program. Individual institutions provided continued salary and some release
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program. Individual institutions provided continued salary and some release

time from regular duties for the participants while they were engaged in project

activities and internships.

The RFP for this much needed program was developed with the

assistance of the Coordinating Board Minority Leadership Search Committee

chaired by Dr. Max Castillo, President, San Antonio College. The Texas A&M

project staff responsible for conducting the activities associated with this

endeavor Include, Dr. La Verne Herring Young and Dr. Donald L. Clark of the

Department of Industrial, Vocational and Technical Education, and Dr. Gonzalo

Garcia, Jr., Department of Educational Psychology. Eduardo Gaytan, Associate

Program Director of the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board Staff will

serve as Project Manager. A copy of the staff associated with the project during

Phase I & II is located in Appendix E.

Selection Criteria of Participants

The Texas Community College and Technical Institute presidents were

asked to nominate one primary and one alternate candidate to participate in the

leadership development program. Seventy-eight nominations were received

from thirty-three institutions in December of 1989.

Each of the nominees was sent a letter explaining the project and

outlining the leadership prcgram along with a candidate application. The

candidate application included personal data, academic history, employment

history, professional affiliations, honors, leadership experiences and

references. In addition, an essay by the candidate of personal and professional

aspirations, expectations and potential benefit from the project was requf sted.
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Based on the selection criteria developed by the project staff and

advisory committees, thirty-six individuals were selected to participate in the

program during July 1989 thru June 1990. The thirty-six participants

represented twenty-two community colleges and technical institutes in the state.

Of the thirty-six selected, nineteen were Hispanic and seventeen were Black.

Twenty-three were female and thirteen were males.

Components of the Program

There were four major components of the program configurated to

provide the participants with a broad exposure to a variety professional and

personal growth experience. These unique and innovative activities inlcuded

summer institutes, weekend seminars, internships, and enrichment activities. In

addition, activities in goal setting and achievement, time use, value clarification

and interpersonal relationship were an important part of the participants

experiences An orientation about the program was held May 25, 1989.

Participants selected were given an overview about the project and leadership

development program. Participants were able to meet key personnel involved,

ask questions about the requirements and participate in a mini-DACUM.

There were two three-week summer institutes held at Texas A&M

University to provide the optimum academic and professional experience for the

individuals selected. Sessions held during the summer institute were designed

to integrate content and theory with practical applications on and off the
campus. During the summer institute participants were provided with housing,

per diem, travel expenses and curriculum materials. Copies of the Summer

Institute Agendas are located in Appendix G.
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Summer Institute I was held July 5-21, 1989. The activities provided

included keynote speakers and presenters representing a broad range of topics

addressing leadership skills, the community college and technical institute

organization, curriculum and administration, and personal and professional

development. The speakers inlcuded community college presidents, deans

and directors, Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board administrators,

consultants from business and industry and university faculty and national

leaders. Three hours of graduate credit was awarded to participants who

enrolled in the summer leadership development institute. In addition to

attending institute sessions, the participants were able to attend a state

professional meeting and an outdoor leadership skill development program.

Summer Institute Il was held June 4-22, 1990. The program activities

provided for this institute were designed to provide training in areas including

organizational skills, curriculum leadership and professional and
developmental skills. These activities were scheduled to provide participants

with experience that would strengthen leadership competencies and skills

identified on individual professional growth profiles. Participants who enrolled

were provided four 1-,3urs of graduate credit. In addtion, participants were also

given the option to take other regular scheduled summer classes at Texas A&M

University.

A professional internship was also a required component of the program.

Participants spent a minimum of 400 clock hours involved in professional

activities that were not a continuation of employment responsibilities. The

internships enabled the participants to engage in non-traditional learning

experiences in a broad range of activities depending GI individual needs,

background and professional objectives. The activities were designed to
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enhance the ability of individuals to discharge their professional responsibilities
upon completion of the leadership development program.

During the two semesters of the internships, contracts were required of
each participant. The agreements were reviewed by university faculty, the chief
executive officers at the individual's institution, a designated on-site supervisorand participants. Initial on-site visits were conducted by designated Texas A&Mfaculty to heip coordinate the internship acticities. Follow-up visits were madeas required. At the end of the semester of each internship, participan:sperformance was evaluated by the internship supervisor according to the work

assignments and responsibilities described in the agreement. A copy of the
internship agreement and evaluation are located in Appendix H. Interns were
required to submit a formal written summary of the nature and results of the
internship in addition to a log or diary of activities. Opportunities to give oral
reports and to share experiences were provided during the summer leadership
development institute.

Four weekend leadership development seminars were held during theinternship year, September 1989 through May 1990. The program and
activities planned for individual seminars were designed for additional informaland formal experience in personal and professional growth. Activities included
workshops, and seminars on developing professional career plans, interviews
charring professional growth profiles, attendance at local, state and national
professional meetings, opportunities to refine speaking and presentation skills,and planning and producing a national teleconference. In gddition,
opportunities for bonding, enhancing interpersonal relationships and reflectingupon the feelings and moods of the participants and their perceptions while inthe program were also provided. The weekend seminar helped reinforce theconcept of community and networking for the participants. They had
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opportunities to share their joys and sorrors, pass information along to one

another, be briefed on up-coming events, evaluate current or past activities and

be exposed to practioners and theoreticians from various arenas. Participants

were given travel expenses, per diem and curriculum materials for attending

each seminar.

The first weekend seminar was held October 11-13, 1989 in conjunction

with the Texas Association of Post-Secondary Occupation Education

Administrators Conference in San Antonio, Texas. Along with attending

conference sessions, participants were also introduced to members of the

Project's State Advisory Committee who were meating during this time.

Leadership Development Seminar ll was held at Texas A&M University

on December 8-9, 1989. Ono of three keynote speakers featured included a

presentation by the President of Texas A&M University. The participants also

began the foundation plans for the up-coming National Video Teleconference

sponsored by the Presidents' Academy/AACJC and set to air in May 1990.

The next leadership development seminar was held February 15-17,

1990 again in San Antonio in conjunction with the Texas Junior College

Teacher Association. Participants were required to follow the conference

agenda in selecting sessions to attend relating to personal and professional

career goals. The remainder of the time spent in seminar III was devoted to

individual interviews scheduled to review pre-assessment results of the
"Managerial Functions and Roles Profile" instrument. Data from these

instruments were the response of the participants and their designated mentors.

The fourth leadership development seminar was held again at Texas

A&M University, May 2-4, 1990. During this time, the National Video

Teleconference, produced and hosted by the thirty-six participants was aired at
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KAMU. The teleconference entitled "Minority Leadership in Higher Education:

Access and Equity" was broadcast on May 3, 1990 at 1:30p.m.

The interactive video conference presented issues related to developing

and promoting culturally diverse persons into leadership positions and look at

innovative programs that promote diversity in higher education. The presenters

discussed the positions of diversity and looked at the challenges and solutions

to implementing changes in higher education. Copies of the Leadership

Development Seminar schedules are located in Appendix I.

Several enrichment activities were provided for the individuals

participating in the program. Among those included were opportunities to

attend other local, state and national conferences, opportunities for participants

to serve on local and state advisory committees, and the opportunity to work

with a mentor while enhancing professional skills and developing career goals.

Another significant feature of the program was the completion of a Managerial

and Roles Profile instrument designed to assess the perception of the

participants leadership performance skills. The instrument was completed by

the individuals and their mentors twice -- as a pre-assessment and post-

assessment to determine the growth in the participant while in the program.

These data were used as a frame of reference for designing individual

educational experiences for the participants during the second summer

institute. Additionally, these data were used by the external Project Evaluator

as part of the formation and summative evaluation of the project. A copy of the

instrument is located in Appendix J. Social activities such as receptions, picnics

and informal attitude adjustment sessions were also included and important to

the participants.
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Evaluation

Both formative and summative evaluations, using formal and informal

approaches were employed to evaluate the outcome of the Minority Leadership

Development Project. An external evaluator was contracted to conduct an on-

going evaluation of each component of Phase 1 & II. A complete report of the

results of the evaluation is located in Appendix K. The results of the evaluation

were used to modify training strategies, program content and to determine

whether the overall objectives of the project were accomplished.
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Summary

This report has discussed a two-year effort to eolve a model for training

aspiring minority individuals to develop leadership skillt: necessary to become

successful leaders in the community college and technical institute system.

Solutions to develop a broad base of knowledge and in providing opportunities

and experiences on many levels, settings, and in several areas of vocational

and technical education required the collaboration among educational

institutions and leaders from the public/private sector.

The Texas A&M Minority Leadership Development Project succeeded in

identifying and selecting a variety of excellent talent from among minorities

employed in community colleges and technical institutes in the state. Thirty-

three of the thirty-seven individuals selected completed all components of the

leadership development program. A brief resume of each participant is located

in Appendix L.

This project produced additional evidence that the underrepresentation

of minorities in leadership positions in the community college and technical

institute exist. This project alone could not be a complete remedy to this

condition, but it did show that with encouragement and opportunities for

training, Blacks and Hispanics could become more visible, could be appointed

to positions of greater responsibility which would challenge their gifts and skills,

and could be more productive as community college leaders.

The leadership program has demonstrated that attention to the emotional

and attitudinal aspects of individuals offers significant benefits. As a person

becomes more confident, more secure in his or her abilities, more precise in

goal definitions and personal planning, the odds increase greatly that the

individual can rapidly develop in personal and professional skills.
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A combination of institutional commitment to identify and support

individuals with high potential, encouragement, financial support and mentoring

are all necessary components for an effective leadership training program

dedicated to human resource development. In addition, the roject faculty and

staff have used the opportunities offered to enhance their professional growth.

Thus, for some faculty, the project has served as a mechanism for faculty

development.

The success of the implementation of the first leadership program has

provided the opportunity for funding a second program to follow immediately.

Also, the visibility and recognition of the project has lead to additional funding

from other agencies. It is hoped that this leadership program will be

institutionalized within the university for preparing future potential leaders for

the community college and technical institute system. In addition, the Minority

Leadership Development Program model is applicable to a variety of
individuals and capable of being trarsported to a variety of settings and

positions.
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TIEXAS HIGHER lIOUCATIONCOORDINATING BOARD
kilatIVECITZ LICAIDARESIELIIIP OISAMCIEI VORIIEITITIS

Dr. Max Castillo, Chairman
President

San Antonio College
1300 San Pedro

San Antonio, Texas 78284

Mrs. Irma Aguilar
Assistant Professor

Nursing Department
Odessa College

201 West University
Odessa, Texas 79764

Dr. Erma Johnson
Vice Chancellor

Human Resources
Tarrant County Jr. College

1500 Houston Street
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

Dr. Leonardo de la Garza
Executive Vice President

Bee County College
3800 Charco Road

Beeville, Texas 78102

Mrs. Shirley Gilbert
Data Processing Department
El Paso Corp munity College

P.O. Box 20500
El Paso, Texas 79998

Dr. Ted Martinez
Director

Career and Continuing Education
Dallas County Community College District

701 Elm Street
Dallas, Texas 75202-3299

Mr. George McShIn
Dean

Instructional Services
Texas State Technical Institute

P.O. Box 2628
Harlingen, Texas 78550

Dr. Sylvia Ramos
Dean

Student Services
Houston Community College

P.O. Box 7849
Houston, Texas 77270-7849
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MINORITY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
ETTATE ADMEN:MT comerrirs3 utgunazio

Mr. Jose Avila
Dean of Students
The University of Texas at El Paso
El Paso, Texas

Mr. John Baker
Executive Director
Texas Association of Private Industry Council
Austin, Texas

Dr. Vivian Blevins
President
Lee College
Baytown, Texas

Dr. Thomas Cleaver
Retired
Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Prairie View A&M University

Dr. Viola Florez-Tighe
Assistant Professor
Curriculum & Instruction
Texas A&M University

Mr. Daniel Hernandez
Assistant General Council and Litigation
Texas A&M University

Dr. Russell Jackson
President
Decision Information Resources
Houston, Texas

Dr. Ted Martinez, Jr.
District Director
Dallas County Comm. College Dist.
Dallas, Texas

Dr. Beryl R. McKinnerney
Dean of Occuponal Education
Kilgore College
Kilgore, Texas

Dr. James McNamara
Professor
Educational Psychology
Texas A&M University

Mr. George H. Mc:Shan
Dean of Instruction
Texas State Technical Institute
Harlingen, Texas

Dr. Ivory Nelson
Chancellor
Alamo Community College
San Antonio, Texas

Dr. Sylvia Ramos
Dean of Student Services
Houston Community College
Houston, Texas

Mrs. Ann Richards
Texas State Treasurer
Capitol Station
Austin, Texas



MINORITY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
LOCAL kW/ MOW VEDBILIEUTIZIS MEM zlEIRO

Dr. Chris Borman
Associate Dean

College of Education
845-5311

Mr. Kevin Carreathers
Coordinator

Multicultural Services Center
845-1133

Dr. Grace Chisolm
Professor

Educational Administration
845-1831

Dr. Viola Florez
Assistant Professor

Curriculum and Instruction
845-0854

Dr. Alvin Larke, Jr.
Assistant Professor

Agricultural Education
845-2951

Dr. James McNamara
Profe ssor

Educaticnal Psychology
845-7588

Dr. Donald Swteney
Associate Professor

Architecture and Environmental Design
845-1221

Dr. Gail Thomas
Professor
Sociology
845-7259

Mr. George Wharton
Director

Affirmative Action
Budgets and Human Resources

845-8152
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MINORITY LEADERSHIP COMPETENCIES PROFILE
Instructional

Administration
General Administration Commu a ication Skills

Plan use of facilities.

Interpret and utilize re-
search findings for
institutional development.

Prepare long-short range
plan.

Evaluate resource develop-
ment plan.

Prepare and monitor
budget/expenses.

Interpret appropriate rules,
regulation and policy.

Demonstrate use of MIS
system.

Analyze community
needs/relations and parti-
cipate in community
affairs.

Develop awareness of fund
raising and development.

Demonstrate principles of
management.

Demonstrate computer
literacy.

Participate in institu-
tional committees.

=112=IM.........

Make effective
presentatiot.s.

Organizational Culture

oral Develop/use awareness of
politics of organization.

Make effective written
communications.

Demonstrate effective
listening skills.

Recognize non-verbal
communication.

Prepare for targeted
audience.

Professionalism

Participate in professional
organizations.

Practice professional code
of ethnics.

Develop and maintain
professional vitae.

Maintain a personal
professional development
plan.

Read professional litera-
ture.

Develop a network system.

Infra/Inter Personal
Skills

Personnel
Administration

Develop personal wellness
program
(mental/physical).Analyze staffing needs.

Recruit and select staff.

Evaluate staff.

Design staff development
programs.

Interpret personnel poli-
cies and procedures.

Develop coping strategies.

Develop multicultural
awareness.

Recognize individual dif-
ferences.

Develop comfort with one's
ethnicity.

6 7

Recognize and identify
barriers to upward
mobilli.y.

Recognize/utilize infor-
mal power structure.

Recognize governance
structures (formal &
informal).

Recognize perceptions
within the organization.

Recognize need for
environmental scanning.

Develop strategies for
observation management.

Promote action research
for institutional improve-
ment.

Develop an ability to
recognize hidden oppor-
tunities.

Develop a willingness to
take risks.

Vision

Create a climate for
creative thinking.

Develop the ability to think
beyond set parameters.

Encourage and promote
innovation.

Develop a futuristic
perspective.

Prepare to be a change
agent.

75

Review and evaluate
curriculum.

Establish and maintain
linkages with business/
industry.

Conduct new program
development activities.

Conduct
evaluation.

program

Develop awareness of
accreditation process.

Monitor placement/
activities.

Conduct student follow-
ups.

Coordinate student testing
program.

Student Affairs
Administration

Implement enrollment
management programs.

Develop alumni program.

Monitor counseling
guidance program.

Monitor student life
programs.

Monitor financial aid/
scholarship programs.
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MINORITY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
DACURI IPAITEIL hilthi1ErglEt3

Dr. Grace Chisolm
Professor

Educational Administration
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas

Dr. William Cox
Associate Dean of Instructional Services

Texas State Technical Institute
Waco, Texas

Mr. James Heggie
Director of Community Affairs

University of Houston
Houston, Texas

Mr. Henry Hill
Director, College Station Campus

Blinn College
College Station, Texas

Dr. Erma Johnson
Vice Chancellor of Human Resources

Tarrant County Jr. College
Fort Worth, Texas

Dr. Sylvia Ramos
Dean of Student Services

Hc aston Community College
Houston, Texas

Dr. Olivia Rivas
Dean of Student Personnel Services

Texas Southmost College
Brownsville, Texas

Dr. Michael Saenz
President

Tarrant County Jr. College, N.W.
Fort Worth, Texas

Dr. Rick Solis
Vice President for Academic Affairs

El Paso Community College
El Paso, Texas
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MINORITY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Ipmansonr $TAIN? kilISUIIMI1133

Dr. La Verne H. Young
Assistant Professor
Industrial, Vocational and

Technical Education

Dr. Gonzalo Garcia, Jr.
Associate Professor
Educational Psychology

Ms. Victoria Neal
Industrial, Vocational and

Technical Education

Ms. Peggy Sue Hyman
Industrial, Vocational and

Technical Education

Jonna Kulikowich
Educational Psychology
Minority Candidate Dat.a Bank

Eric Flaherty
Educational Psychology
Minority Candidate Data Bank

Project Director

Principal Investigator

Research Assistant

Secretary

Graduate Assistant

Graduate Assistant

Dr. James Anderson
Associate Professor

University of Houston
Project Consultant

Dr. Sylvia Ramos
Dean of Student Services

Houston Community College
Project Consultant

Dr. Sumpter Brooks
Coordinator of Graduate Programs

Texas Southern UniverF.'ty
External Evaluator

Dr. Donald L Clark
Professor and Head
Industrial, Vocational
and Technical Education

Dr. Dale Campbell
Assistant Commissioner
Community Colleges and

Technical Institutes
Texas Higher Education

Coordinating Board
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Mr. Eduardo Gaytan
Assoc. Program Director
Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board
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PARTICIPANT ESSAY INSERT SHEET
(PLEASE LIMIT TO TWO PAGES)
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_

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
College of Education

Community CollegelTechnical Institute
Leadership Development Program

Minoru Leadership Develo ment Prdect

CANDIDATE APPLICATION

Personal Data

Last Name First Middle

Home Address

City

----Cfrimiess

State Zap

ity State Zap

Business Phone Home Phone

Black/Hispanic Male/Female
Date of Birth (aide one) (Circle One)

Social Security Number:

Education

List Chronologically, beginning with the most recent, all colleges, universities and other
educational institutions attended since high school.

SCHOOL/PROGRAM DEGREE DATES

*Transcript must be included for college-level institutions attended.

73

82



E m ploy men t History

List a brief employment history in chronological order starting with present position.

1

Title

Supervisor (Name and Title)

1

Beginning Date

Employer Phone

Duties/Responsibilities (include number of people supervised)

..

Title Beginning Date

Supervisor (Name and Title)

Duties/Responsibilities (include number of peuvle supervised)

Tide Beginning Date

Supervisor (Name and Tide) Employer Phone

Duties/Responsibilities (include number of people supervised)

1

E' :3

11 .



professional Associations

Organization Dates of Involvement Office(s) I leld

Leadership Experience (professional, civic, community)

Distinctions, Honors, Awards, and Other Recognitions of Achievement

Essay

Please respond, on the Pal ticipant Essay insert sheet provided, to the following questions .

Responses should be limited to two pages.

What are your short and long range goals, and how do you believe the
Minority Leadership Development Program will contribute to the achievement of
these goals?

Wuat are five critical skills that are necessary for leadership?

84
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References

Each candidate must submit three letters of recommendation with his/her application.

Please provide pertinent data on the individuals you have asked to provide recomrnendat:3ns
for you.

2.

'IJ.

Name

Address

Phone

Name

Address

Phone

Name

Address

Phone

Title

Employer/Teacher/Peer

Title

Employer/Teacher/Peer

Title

Employer/Teacher/Peer

As - t of the internship experience, I am willing to relocate to another part of the state
(pie- _,.: check one).

YES NO

I hereby declare that the information provided by me in this applicaf,A, is true, correct and
complete to the bcst of my knowledge.

Signature Date

Please return completed application to :

Dr. La Verne H. Young, Project Director
Texas A&M University

Minority Leadership Development Project
Department of Industrial, Vocational and Technical Education

College Station, TX 77843-3256
(409) 845-3016

85
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6/27/89
Texas A&M University

IITEID 6529 31151CIIAIL TOINICS
Leadership in Community Colleges and Technical Institutes

for Vocational and Technical Education Programs

Summer Leadership Institute 1989
Course Schedule

Class Meetings will be held in the Military Science Building, Room 319

DATE

July 5 Wednesday 1:00p.m. Orientation and Welcome

July 6-8 Thursday-
Saturday

9:00a.m. Personal Mastery Training Seminar,
Mr. Leonard Powell, Principal,
Powell & Reese, Inc., Management
Consultants, Hyattsville, Maryland

July 10 Monday 9:00a.m. The Community College Today:
Implications for Minority Leaders,
Dr. Nolen Ellison, President,
Cuyahoga Community College,
Cleveland, Ohio

Community College Organizational
Structure, Dr. Dale Campbell,
Assistant Commissioner, Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board,
Community College Division

2:00p.m. Visions for Change, Dr Alvin
Larke, Assistant Professor,
Agricultural Education, Texas A&M
University

3:30p.m. Academic Leadership in the Future,
Dr. John Hoyle, Professor,
Educational Administration, Texas
A&M University
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July 11 Tuesday 9:00a.m.

2:00p.m.

"Goverance" and Governing Agencies,
Dr. Gilbert Leal, President, Texas
State Technical Institute, Harlingen

Mrs. Herlinda Garcia and Ms.
Pretta Vandible, Board of Trustees,
Houston Community College

Organizational Culture, Dr. Grace
Chisolm, Professor, Educational
Administration, Texas A&M University

July 12 Wednesday 8:00-11:00a.m. Outdoor Challenge Course,
Dr. Camille Bunting, Associate
Professor, Texas A&M University

2:00p.m. Depart for Corpus Christi

July 13 Thursday Conference TACHE Conference, Corpus Christi,
Schedule Texas

July 14 Friday 9:00-12:00a.m. Outdoor Challenge Course Continued

1:00-5:00p.m. Personal Reflections

July 17 Monday 8:00-11:00a.m. Outdoor Challenge Course Continued

2:00p.m. "Just how (different) are you? Feeling
good about your ethnicity", Dr. Erma
Johnson, Vice Chancellor, Tarrant
County Community College



July 18 Tuesday 9:00a.m. Personnel and Student Personnel
Services, Dr. James Engles, Vice
President of Student Affairs, Houston
Community College

Dr. Gwen Rippey, Vice President of
Personnel and Student Personnel
Services Austin Community College

1:00p.m. Grantsmanship and Funding Oppor-
tunities, Dr. Donald L. Clark,
Professor and Department Head, IVTE,
Texas A&M I Tniversity

July 19 Wednesday 8:00- i9:00a.m. Goverance of Post Secondary Instruction,
Dr. Donal L. Hay, Dean of Instruction,
TSTI, Sweetwater

10:30-12:00a.m. Work Values and Job Satisfaction of
Minority Professionals in Community
Colleges and Technical Institutes: A
study by Ms. Belinda Torres, Texas
A&M University

1:00-3:00p.m. Visions for Instructional Leadership,
Dr. Joel Vela, Vice-President of
Instruction, North Lake College, Irving

July 20 Thursday 9:00-12:00a.m. Goal Setting, Dr. Gonzalo Garcia,
Jr., Associate Professor, Educational
Psychology, Texas A&M University

1:00 -4:00p.m. Overview of Internship Experience,
Dr. Sylvia Ramos and Project
Staff

July 21 Friday 9:00a.m. Wrap-up and Synthesis
Evaluation
Check-out

7 7
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SUMMER LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE II
Minority Leadership Development Project

Tentative Outline
June 4-22, 1990

9:00-10:00a.m. (All)

MONDAY. JUNE 4tb

"Orientation" 216 Peterson

Dr.. La Verne ti. young
Project DirecWr

Texas Atoll University

1:00-3:00p.m. (All) KEYNOTE ADDRESS
"Charting Professional Career Plans"

and
"National Trends Relative to Jobs and Upward Mobility

for Minority Professionals in Community Colleges"

216 Peterson

Dr.. rtanad. Itivera
President

San Bernadino CoLiege

330-5:15p.m. (All) IVTE 681 104 Peterson
Professional Internship Symposium

(Follow symposium schedule)

TUESDAY. JUNE 5th

9:00-10:00a.m. (12) "Computer Orientation" 131 Scoates

Dr. Clary Briers
Associate Professor

AgricuLturai Education
Texas A8211 University

1:00-3:30p.m. (All) "Leadership Development" 216 Peterson
Co-Author of

Shared Vision: Transformational Leadership
in American Community Colleges

DT. Reorye Saker
Professor

Educationat Acitstinistration
University of Texas

BO



8:00-10:00mm. (12)

WEDNESDAY, JUNES&

131 Scoa"Wordperfect"

10:00-12:00noon (12) "Spreadsheet" 131 Scoa

1:00-3:00p.m. (12) "DOS" 131 Scoa

3:30-5:15p.m. (All) IVTE 681 216 Peterson

THURSDAY. JUNE 7th

9:00-12:00noon (All) Curriculum-Pedagogy-Assessment Model" 216 Peterson

Dr. DanieL VogEer
Pedagogy and Curricutuen Specicdist

Virginia Tech

1:00-3:00p.m. (All) "CPA", Continued 216 Peterson
Dr. DanieL VogEer

330-5:15p.m. (All) IVTE 681 104 Peterson
6:00p.m. IVTE Department Hensel Park

"Attitude Adjustment Picnic"

ERIDALMINKBILI

9:00-12:00noon (All) "CPA", Continued 216 Peterson
Dr. DanieL Vogter

1.00-300p.m. (12) "Data Base Management" 131 Scoa t.

3:30-5:15p.m. (All) IVTE 681 104 Peterson

MONDAY. JUNE 11th

8:00-9:30a.m. (2) "Community College Governance"
Institutional and State Levels 623 Harrington

Part I
Dr. Gus Saft.er

Professor
lndustricd Education
Texas .4801 Universit

S1



migiDAyaminuo
10:0042:00noon (3) "How to do Research" 623 Harrington

Part I
Dr. Donald Clark.

Professor and Head
'industrial Education
'Texas mon University

1:00-300p.m. (15) "Publishing and Technical Writing" 623 Farrington

3:30-5:15p.m. (All)

8:00-930a,- a. (2)

Dr. Daniel, Householder
Professor

'Industrial Education
Texas ABM University

1VTE 681 104 Peterson

TUESDAY. JUNE 12th

"Governance", Continued

Part II
Dr. aus raker

216 Peterson

930-12.00noon (3) "Communicating Researh Findings
to Policy Makers and Practioners" 216Peterson

Dr. 3avnes ilcNatnara
Professor

Eductional Psychology
75xas A801. University

1:00-3:00p.m. (All) "Funding and Funding Formula.; 216 Peterson

Dr. Larry 'Ley
Director of Federal Projects

Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board

3:30-5.15p.m. (All) IVTE 681 104 Peterson
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WEDNESDAY. JUNE 13th

9:30-5:20p.m. (All) 1VTE 681 104 Peterson

THURSDAY. JUNE 14th

8:30-10:00a.m. (6) "Time Management and Decision Making" 216 Peterson

Dr. Bernagine Duncan and
Lutz Vazquez

Student Counseling Services
Texas Aeon Uni.versfty

1:00-3:00p.m. (3) "How to do Research" 623 Harrington

Part II
Dr. Donakt Clark.

3:30-5:15p.m. (AIL NTE 681 104 Peterson

FRIDAY. JUNE 15th

10:00-12:00noon (All) "General Administration Process" 216 Peterson

Dr. Nate Thorogood
President

North Harris County College

1:00-3:00p.m. (All) "Leadership Skills" 216 Peterson

Dr. Dean Ciage
Acting Provost and Vice President

for Academic Affairs
Texas ASQ11 University

3:30-5:15p.m. (All) IVTE 681 104 Peterson

MONDAY. JUNE 18th

9:00-12:00noon (1,8) "Targeting Communication Skills with the 216 Peterson
Minority Professional"

Dr. Patricia WilLiants
Director, Dougtass 'institute
Texas Southern University



1:00-3:00p.m. (14)

3:30-5:15p.m. (All)

9:00-12:00noon (7)

MONDAY. JUNE 18th. Continued

"Instructional Leadership"
and

"Faculty Evaluation/Accountability"

ttr. Ted. ttartf.raz
Vice President of 'Instruction

Cedar Vali 4.y Cot lege

216 Peterson

IVTE 681 104 Peterson

TUESDAY. JUNE 19th

"Budget Planning" 216Peterson

?tr. Rudy aonzaLes
Zustness Manager

lifAriston Cotntnunity Collage

1:00-3:00p.m. (11) "Individual and Organizational Stress" 216Peterson

3:30-5:15p.m.(All)

9:00-12:00noon (6)

Dr. lac lefferson
auidance and CounseEtny
74xas Southern University

IVTE 681 104 Peterson

MEEMSDAYLKISEZIth

"Group Dynamics"
and

"Facilitating Meetings"

Dr. 13ernadine Duncan
and

rtr. Luiz Vazquez
10:00-12:00noon (8) "Cross Cultural Counseling"

Dr. lohn Dillard
Professor

EducationsE PsycisoIoyy
Texas Atort Univers 4t9

3:30-5:15 (A1)........ 681

216Peterson

104 Peterson

9 4



9:12:00noon (9)

THURSDAY. JUNE 21th

"Grantsmanship"

Dr. Juan Armendariz
District Director
Special Projects

Palo Alto Community College District

216 Peterson

100-300p.m.(9) "Grantsmanship", Continued 216 Peterson

Dr. 'lean Armendariz

1:00-3:00p.m. (13) "Financial Aid"

fly. ,,m 'Todd

104 Peterson

Financial Aid Consultant
nouston

330-5:15p.m. (All) IVTE 681 104 Peterson

6:30p.m. "Culminating Experience" TBA
Project Staff, Participants and

Keynote Speaker

Dr. Chuck Cheen
President

nouston Community College

FRIDAY. JUNE 22nd

8:30-10:00a.m. Continental Breakfast 216 Peterson
Wrap-up

Evaluations
Future Directions

10:00-12:00noon Check out

( ) behind the time denotes Growth Areas

RAVE A cistsAT 814741,11E1U

8 3
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TINZAE3 AARE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE & TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Professional Internship
WED 684

Department of Industrial, Vocational
and Technical Education

1VED 684, Professional Internship, is a required component of the
Minority Leadership Development Project. To satisfy this requirement,
the internship experience must consist of a minimum of 400 clock
hours (200 per semester) of involvement in professional activities that
are not a continuation of reg4lar employment and must be related to
the student's career goals. In addition to completing the attached
"Application for IVED 684" form, students enrolled for graduate credit
are advised to consult the current Graduate Catalog for other
requirements and procedures prior to registration. Registration for
WED 684, Professional Internship, is permitted after the attached
applicatio7, has been approved. As indicated, four semester hours of
credit may be earned in one semester.

The Professional Internship enables students to engage in non-
traditional learning experience that are not a part of reguiar
employment. Students may engage in a broad range of activities,
depending on individual needs, background, and professional objectives.
It is to be understood that whatever the activity, it should enhance the
ability of individuals to discharge their professional responsibilities upon
completion of the leadership development program.

Letter grades are assigned by the Faculty Internship Coordinator,
who will consider the evaluations provided by the ''on-site" supervisor of
the internship, the completeness of a descriptive diary of activities, and
the appropriateness of those activities to the stated goals of the student.

An application for WED 684 Professional Internship is attached.
The student is required to fill out the application according to
instructions, and to obtain departmental approval before registering.
After all persons have approved the application, s;:,udents registering for
credit must complete the usual TAMU registration procedure to enroll
in NED 684 for credit.

d I II Ail ,L_Pi D for activities
completed before departmental approval.

8 5
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GOATS

1. Provide qualified assistance to cooperating agency programs.
2. Provide opportunities for cooperating institution to share in

preparation of a professional in the field.
3. Stimulate interaction of the cooperating agency and the university.
4. Stimulate growth of professionalism on the part of the cooperating

agency.
5. Enable the intern to benefit from lessons learned by sponsoring

agency.
6. Provide the intern with experience in carrying on real functions and

responsibilities of community college leadership.
7. Develop skills of leadership.
8. Assist the intern to translate theory into practice.
9. Assist the intern in the acquiring of knowledge about varied functions

of community college education.
10. Determine the types of positions for which an intern is best suited.
11. Provide the intern with experience, reference recommendations and

professional contacts.
12. Develop human relations skills and abilities of the intern.
13. Improve personal confidence of the intern.

OBJECTIVES

SPECIFIC DUTIES

PROFESSION! L DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

REPORTING

Intern will submit a formal written summary of the nature and results of the
internship. A log or diary of activities will accompany the final report. An
opportunity to give oral reports or to share internship experiences will be
provided during the leadership development program.

SE;is



APPLICATION FOR IVED 684
PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP
Department of Industrial, Vocational

and Technical Education

Texas A&M University

College Station, Texas 77843

Date.

I, request authorization to register for IVED 684.
(print applicant's name)

Professional Internship, during the semester19 for semester hours credit.

has agreed to supervise the internship.

During this internship, the professional capabilities that I expect to develop or enhance are:

I will spend approximately clock hours per week performing these activities:

The name and address of the organization cooperating in this internship is.

(student's signature) (project director's signature)

(representative of organization signature) (department head's signature)

NOTE: Approval of this application does not cons;itute registration.
8 6
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RESPONSIBILITY
University
1. The university will provide for coordination and program guidance.
2. The university will provide consultation on institutional problems

related to the internship experience.
3. The university will remove the intern if he/she does riot fit the

program of the cooperating agency.
4. The university will provide frequent visitations to the field agency by

the director of programs.
5. The university will provide leadership in coordination and planning

procedures.
6. The university will grant academic credit where applicable.

Field Agency
1. The cooperating agency will abide by agreements with the intern and

the university.
2. The cooperating agency will participate in internship development

conferences and planning procedures.
3. The cooperating agency will provide supervision, guidance and

direction to the intern.
4. The cooperating agency will provide meaningful and varied work

experiences.
5. The cooperating agency will assist in meeting the objectives of the

internship program.

Work Experience
1. The first several weeks of the appointment will be dedicated to

giving the intern a broad perspective of the cooperating agency to
which he is assigned. At this point the intern will work closely with
the agency administration and/or his staff.

2. After the introductory period the student will begin to engage in a
variety of work experiences related to administration and function of
the agency in which he/she is working.

a The intern will be under the direction and guidance of the
agency official who will provide meaningful and relevant work
experience designed to enhance and build upon course work,
theoretical foundations, and practical applications.

h The purpose of the variety of experiences is to expose the intern
to as many first hand activities as feasible during his work with
the cooperating agency.

FINANCIAL REMUNERATION (if any)

TERMINATION

By the Agency:
The agency reserves the right to terminate the intern's appointment if
the intern does not meet the normal work require-ments of the agency,
or if the agency (upon clear evidence) feels that the intern's presence
would be detrimental to the best interests of the agency.

By the University:
The university reserves the right to cancel the intern's appointment
(upon clear evidence) that the work experiences do not contribute to the
intern's professional competencies, or if the intern's personal actions are
deemed to be a course of embarrassment or detrimental to the best
interests of the university or cooperating agency.

100
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND TECHNICAI, INSTITUTE
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Semester Performance Evaluation Sheet

IVED 684 Professional Internship
Department of Industrial Education

ITIEZAS ACM UNIIVIEIR311117

Intern's namg Phone

Current mailing address

City State Zip

Cooperating institution/organization

Local address City

Statq Zip Phone

Area of assignment (Job Classification)

Days per week Hours per day

(Describe Briefly)
Work Assignments and Responsibilities

Performance Rating
Improvement

Good Needed

1.

2.

3.

4.

8ioi



Intern Evaluation

Performance Rating
Improvement

Good Needed

Judgement
Job Knowledge .
Quality of Work
Reliability-Responsibility
Cooperation-Willingness
Initiative-Enthusiasm
Honesty-Loyalty
Punctuality
Progressive Attitude
Follows Orders
Dresses Appropriately
Safety Conscious
Respect for Authority

Please comment briefly on the intern's overall strengths and weaknesses in
regard to this internship assignment.

Intern Evaluated by
Name Position

8 8
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TEXAS A&M COMMUNITY COLLEGE & TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM:

Minority Leadership Development Project

Texas Association of Post-Secondary Occupational
Education Administrators Conference

Leadership Dorelopment Seminar I
October 11-13, 1989
San Antonio, Texas

Wednesday, October llth

Follow conference program schedule

Reception, 5:30-8:30p.m., Place to be announced

Thursday, October 12th

Follow conference program schedule

Meeting, 7:00-10:00p.m., Room number to be announced

Dr. Max Castillo, San Antonio Community College

Dr. La Verne H. Young. Project Director
Project update
Review of summer institute evaluations
Tf e e on fer en ee

Questions, commen' and/or concerns

Friday, Octcber 13th

Follow conference program schedule
TAPSOEA, "Economic Development Workshop" and lunch

Meet with project staff and state advisory committee,
1:15-2:00p.m.

90



TEXAS A&M COMMUNITY COLLEGE & TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM:

1Wmority Leadership Development Project

Leadership Development Seminar II
December 8-9, 1989

College Station Hilton and Conference Center

Friday, December 8th (Ballroom/Mocldngbird Room)

1:00p.m.

2:00p.m.

3:30p.m. BREAK

3:45p.m.

6:00p.m. DINNER
Confirmation and

Reservations Required

Check-in, Orientation
Dr. La Verne H. Young

Project Director

Keynote Speaker
Dr. Ivory Nelson, Chancellor

Alamo Community College District
San Antonio

Graduate Program and Registration
for Spring Semester

Dr. Donald L. Clark, Head
Department of Industrial, Vocational &

Technical Education

Welcome
Dr. Chris Borman, Dean

College of Education
Texas A&M University

Keynote Speaker
Mr. J.B. Whiteley, President
Houston Community College

Houston

Saturday, December 9th (Ballroom/Mockingbird Room)

9:00a.m.

10:15a.m.

10:30a.m.

12:00noon

Welcome
Dr. William H. Mobley, President

Texas A&M University

Presidents Academy/AACATC
Interactive Video Teleconference

Overview of Teleconference Plans
Dr. Vanneise Collins, Chair

College of the Mainland

Teleconference Committee Assignments
Break-out Sessions

Housekeeping
Turn in Travel Forms

Adjourn



LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR 1:11

TEXAS JUNIOR COLLEGE TEACHERS ASSOCIATIOI

43rd ANNUAL CONVENTION
February 15 17, 1990 Marriott Rivercenter Hotel

San Antonio, Texas

9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
12:00 Noon 1000 p.m.

1:00 4:00 p.m.
4:00 5:00 p.m.
6:30 7:30 p.m.
7:30 9:30 p.m.

7:30 8:45 a.m.
7:30 8:45 a.m.
8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
8:00 am. 5:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
9:00 10:30 a.m.

10:45 a.m. 12:15 p.m.

12:30 1:45 p.m.
12:30 1:45 p.m.
2:00 4:00 p.m.
4:15 5:45 p.m.
9:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1990
Special Meetings (to be announced)
Convention Registration
Committee Meetings, as called by Committee Chairpersons
Meeting of Executive Committee, Resolutions Committee, and Committee Chairpersons
Informal Reception
BANQUET

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1990
Financial Planning Seminar (repeated at 12:30 p.m.)
Professional Development Seminar (repeated at 12:30 p.m.)
Convention Registration
Exhibits Open
Polls Open (Election of Officers)
SECTION MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS:

Aeronautical Technology
Agriculture
Autanotive Services
Business Administntion
Chanistry
Counseling and Student

Personnel Savices
'Court Reporting
Developm ma] Reading
Electronics

SECTION MEETINGS FOR
Accountin$
Air Conditioning and Refrig-

eration
Art
°Associate Degree Nursing
Biology
Compensatory/Develop-

mental Education
Cosmaology
Criminal Justice
Economics

Engineering Graphics and Music
Drafting Technology Philosophy

English-as-a-Second- Real Estate
Langu egg Sociology and Anthropology

'Fa SEIM Merchandising Speech and Drama
Government TACEC/JC (Continuing Educa-
Health Occupations tion)
Health, Physical Education, TAJCCIA (Instructional Admin-

and Recreation istrators)
Journalism Welding Technology
Y-euning Resources

THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS:
English Registrars
Foreign Language Secretarial Science

TACCCS A A (Stud ant Af fairs
Administrators)

TAPSOEA (Vocationa!-Techni-
cal Education Administrators)

TCCCDEA (Child Developmau
Educators)

TJCMEA (Management Educa-
tors)

Vocational-Technical Education

Geology and Geography
His tory
Horticulture
Information Processing
Mathematics
Physics and Engineering
Psychology
'Radio and Television

Fmancial Planning Scminar (repeat of 7:30 a.m. presenution)
Professional Development Seminar (repeat of 7:30 a.m. presentation)
SECOND GENERAL SESSION
Special Meetings (to be announced)
Dance for TICTA Members and Invited Guests
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8:00 11 :;0 a.m.
8:00 - 11:30 a.m.
9:00 - 10:15 a.m.

1 0:30 - 11:45 a.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1990
Convention Regi &ad on
Exhibits Open
SECTION MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS:

Accounting English Rcginnrs
Air Conditioning and Rettig- Foreign Language Secreurial Science

ention Geology and Geography TACCCSAA (Student Affairs
Art History Administrators)
'Auociate Degree Nursing Horticulture TA PSOEA (Vocational-Teohni-
Biology Infonnation Processing cal Education Adrrtinistrators)
Cornpenutor)./Develop- Mathanatics TCCCDEA (Child Developmcit

maul Education Physics and Engineering Educators)
Cosmetology Psychology TJCMEA (Management Educa-
Criminal Justice 'Radio and Television tors)
Economics Vocational-Technical Education

SECTION MEETINGS FOR
Aeronautical Tezhnology
Agriculture
Automotive Services
Business Administration
Chcninry
Counseling and Student

Personnel Semices
'Com Reporting
Developmenul Reading
Electrcnics

11:45 a.m. Adjournment
12:00 Noon - 3:00 p.m. Special Meetings (to be announced)

THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS:
Engin-ezing Graphics and

Drafting 'Technology
English-as-a-Second-

Laulguage
'Fashion Merchandising
Government
Heahh Occupations
lIcalth, Physical Education,

and Recreation
Journalism
Learning Resources

Music
Philosophy
Real Estate
Sociology and Anthropology
Stxech and Drama
TACEC/JC (Continuing Educa-

tion)
TAJCCIA (Instructional Admin-

istrators)
Welding Technology

Asterisks denote section meetings subject to authorization and approval by Execiaive Committee.
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you are cordially invited
to attend the

Texas A&74. Community College
& 'Technical Institute

Leadership Development
Seminar %V & Teteconference

nay 3-4, 1990

Hilton Hotel & Conference Center
College Station

For more information or
reservations, please call
Dr. La Verne IE. young

409-845-9248

1.08

Wednesday, May 2nd
6:00p.m.

Thursday, May 3rd
8:30-9:00a.m.

9:00a.m.

10:00a.m.

6:30p.m.

Friday, May 4th
TBA

Check-in, Hilton

Continental Breakfast
Overview of Leadership

Seminar IV
Teleconference (be at

KAMU by 1:00p.m.)

Shuttle bus will be
provided

Dinner
Guest Speaker:
Dr. Wright Lassiter
President, El Centm

College

Professional Growth
Profile Interviews

1.0;)
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Managerial Functions and Roles Profile tor
Community College/Technical Institute Administrator,

Name of person being assessed:

Name & title of person maki ig assessment:

Relationship to person being assessed:

self peer

superior subordinate

Date:

(Optional)( . Sex

Male

Age

0 0
1

2
3
4

5
5
7

8
9

.1110..

Ethnicity

Afro/Amer.
Anglo/Amer.
Asian/Amer.
Mex/Amer.
Native/Amer.
Biracial 'Amer.
Other

Female 1

2
4. Education

Bachelor's

3
4

5
IIIMIIMINIIMI

Bachelor's 6
Master's 7

5.
(Specify)0°

Marital Status
Single
Married
Widowed
Sep./Divorced

...--..
Master's + 8
Doctor's 9
Doctor's

Directions: Respond to each item based on the skill level
demonstrated by the community college/technical institute administrator
by blackening the appropriute space to the right of the statements.

Rating Scale: 1_2 1_4_5 5_2 (Leave the item unanswered if
low average high it does not apply or if you

have not observed the
behavior).

'This instrument is adapted andrevised from Erfandson, DavidA. and John it Hoyte, Mcutagersat
lunetions and Xpfes Tr9fa, ' Texas AdetAf Vniversity.
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Page 2

Rating Scale: 1.....2._ 3.4_5 .6_1 (Leave the item unanswered if
low average high it does not apply or if you

have not obser ved the
behavior).

EarLI:EacianalleAderihip_Attributes

The administrative intern demonstrates:

1. ability to laugh and appreciate
good humor in other people.

2. ability to write legibly.

3. ability to speak to varied
groups.

4. ability to listen coherently.

5. ability to sustain energy and
endurance.

6. physical fitness and we:1-being.

7. ability to complete assignments.

8. optimism relative to work
assignments.

9, ability to cope with stress and
maintain poise.

10. sensitivity to multicultural
differences.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 5 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9 6
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Page 3

Rating Scale: Li 1_1_5 L.,..,2 (Lea v e the item unanswered if
low a verage high it does not apply or if yOu

ha v e not obser ved the
beha v ior).

11. sensitivity to indiv idual 0 0
dif ferences.

1 2

12. comfort with his/her own 0 0
ethnicity.

1 2

13. ability to recognize and respond
appropriately to non- v erbal 0 0
communication patterns. 1 2

14. ability to prepare to communicate.,
orally and in writing, with tai;geted 0 0
audiences.

1 2

15, ability to create a climate for
creativ e thinking among peers 0 0
and subordinates.

1 2

16. ability to think beyond set 0 0
parameters. 1 2

17. ability to encourage and 0 0
promote inno vation. 1 2

18. ability to encourage and 0 0
promote institutional change. 1 2

Part II: Gener_al Administration Functiong

The administrative intern demonstrates:

19. ability to analyze staf fing 0 0
needs.

1 2

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 U 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7



Page 4

Rating Scale: L2 1_4_5 5-2. (Leave the item unanswered If
low average high it does not

have not
behavior).

apply or if you
observed the

20. ability to recruit and select 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
qualified staff/faculty.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

21. ability to objectively evaluate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0staff/faculty.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

22. ability to design staff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
development programs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

23. ability to interpret personnel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
policies and procedures. 2 3 4 5 6 7

24. ability to plan effective use of 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
facilities.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

25. ability to interpret and utilize
research findings for 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
institutional development.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

26. ability to prepare short-long
range resource development 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
plans.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

27. ability to prepare arid monitor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
budgets and expenses.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

28. computer literacy and use of
management information 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
systems (M.I.S).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

29. ability to analyze community 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and student needs.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9 8
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Rating Scale: J 2 3 4 5 5_2
low a verage high

30. ability to raise funds for
institutional development.

Part IIL: Professional Awareness

The administrativ e intern:

31. participates in professional
organizations.

32. practices professional code of
ethics.

33. develops and maintains an
up-to-date professional vita.

34. reads profession& literature.

35. maintain, a personal
professional de v elopment plan.

36. develops a professional network
system.

37. participates in local and state
educational/political affairs.

38. participates in institutional
service activities (works on
committees, accreditation,
curriculum, etc.).

Page 5

(Lea v e the item unanswered if
it does not apply or if you
hav e not obser ved the
behav ior).

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Page 6
Rating Scale: 1_2 3_4_5 6 -2 (Lea v e the item unanswered if

low average high it does not apply or if you
hav e not obser v ed the
behav ior).

Part IV: Managerial (Persuasion/Influence/Control) _Fut= tiona

The administrativ e intern demonstrates:

39. ability to convince superiors to
support his/her staf f and 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
programs.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

40. ability to cony ince others in 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
goal setting and decision making. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

41. ability to persuade others to
accept and cope with
controversy and to mediate .

conflict among staff, students,
and the broader academic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
community. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

42. ability to use two-way
communication skills between
the college/institute and the 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
...Lmmunity. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

43. ability to bring diverse groups 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
together for a common purEose. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

44. ability to identify and use
politically powerful groups and
indiv iduals to accomplish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
college/inetitute goals. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

45. ability to use authority of
his/her office to accomplish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tasks.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Page 7

Rating Scale: 1 .2 1_4_5 L...2 (Leave the item unanswered if
low average high it does not apply or if you

ha ve not obser ved the
behav ior).

46. ability to influence faculty/
staff to work toward common 0
goals. 1

47. ability to identify and
circumvent barriers to upward 0
mobility. 1

48. ability to recognize and work
within formal and informal 0
governance structures. 1

49. ability to utilize and benefit
from environmental scanning.

0
1

50. ability to promote and profit
from action research for 0
institutional improvement. 1

51. ability to take safe and
calculated risks.

Part V: Instructions! Administration;

The administrative intern demonstrates:

0
1

52. knowledge and mission of higher 0
educational administration. 1

53. knowledge and effective
strategies and processes for
teaching, guiding, and following 0
up post secondary students. 1

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 4 5 6 7



Page 8

Rating Scale: LI 3_4_5 5.--2 (Leave the item unanswered if
low average high it does not apply or if you

have not observed the
behe v ior).

54. ability to help faculty assess
and guide post secondary
student achie vement by
employing alternativ e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
teaching stratgies. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

55. ability to assist faculty in
maintaining a producti ve
env ironment for post secondary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
study and research.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

56. knowledge of research design
and credibility as a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
publishing researcher.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

57. ability to establish and maintain
collaborativ e instruction and
research acti V ities with 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
practitioners in the field.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5d. ability to de velop, implement, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and evaluate curriculum.

1 2 3 4 5 3 7

59. ability to establish and maintain
linkages with other educational, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
business, and industrial agencies.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

60. awareness of accreditation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
processes.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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TE X AS A & 11 UNIVERSITY
Community College/Technical Institute Leadership Dev elopment Program

Minority Leadership De v elopment Project
College Station, Texas 77843 3256

Summative E v aluation

introduction

On June 1, 1988, officials from the Department of Industrial,
Vocational and Technical Education, Texas A & M University, responded
to a Request for Proposals (RFP) from the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board. The purpose of the RFP was to identify qualified
proposers who could assist the State of Texas in meeting the challenge
of de veloping equity in all le v els of education and employment, including

the preparation of minorities to enter and to ad v ance in leadership
roles in education. The proposal for this ambitious initiative was
de v eloped by selected Texas A & M faculty with the assistance of the
Coordinating Board Minority Leadership Search Committee chaired by Dr.
Max Castillo, President, San Antonio College.

The RFP suggested that proposers sur v ey and identify potential
minority leaders in community colleges/technical institutes and other
selected public/priv ate units in Texas. In addition to our v eying and
identifying potential minority leaders, Texas A & M proposed: (1) to
identify needed leadership skills for minority leaders, and (2) to
suggest inno vativ e ways of de veloping these leadership sk ills.

1
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The Texas A & M Minority Leadership Development Project (MLDP)

was funded from federal sources under the Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act for approximately $325,000: $100,00 for Phase 1

activities and $225,000 for the Phase 11 program. These funds were
matched one for one from other vocational education monies at Texas
A & M University.

This document is a summative evaluation of the Minority

Leadership Development Project (MLDP). That is, it assesses the extent
to which MLDP officials were successful in achieving the Projects'
stated and approved objectives.

Background Information

The Texas A & M Minority Leadership Development Project (MLDP)

was initiated with a proposal on June 1, 1988 and funded for two
years, beginning July 1, 1988 and terminating June 30, 1990. This

section presents background information on those activities for which
the MLDP was funded.

1.0 The proposed and approved plan of work for the MLDP was
divided into two phases.

Phase I Plan of Work, July 1, 1988 June 30, 1989.

1.1 To identify potential minority leaders for participation in the
leadership develoment content survey [in Phase 1) and in the
leadership development activities in Phase 11.

2
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1.2 To identify current minority leaders %vho can ser v e as role

models [mentors] for [minority] nominees.

1.3 To identify leadership skills and suggested strategies for

skills development.

1.4 To identify methods by which minenty faculty and staff could
be encouraged to enter and to be promoted within community
colleges/technic& institutes.

Phase II Plan of Work, July 1, 1989 June 30, 1990 Leadership

Development Activities for which participants might accrue up to
15 (initially 14 s.h.) semester hours of undergraduate or graduate

academic credits.

1.1 Summer Institute I, June 1989, Texas A & M University,

College Station, Texas. (3 s.h. credits)

1.2 1989 -'90 Academic Year Extended Internship/Mentorship

Experiences at selected institutions in Texas [400 clock

hours] and through regional based seminars. (8 s.h. credits)

1.3 A computerized Minority Candidate Data Bank to be

implemented and shared with personnel officers of community

colleges/technical institutes in Texas as a me.ans of

facilitating position announcements and promotional

opportunities for minority leaders. (FY 1989 '90)
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1.4 Summer Institute II, June 1990, Texas A & M University,

College Station, Texas (4 s.h. credits (initially 3 s.h. creditsl).

1.5 Program Continuation that includes continuous collaboration

with the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board Staff,
identification of other sources of funding, and confirmation of
two minority fellowships.

2.0 Do 'umentation indicates that MLDP administrative and support

personnel have excellent credentials; they have been identified

as: (1) Project Staff Members, (2) Local Advisory Committee

Members, and (3) State Advisory Members. (See MLDP final report

for a listing of administrative and support personnel.)

3.0 MLDP Training and Educational Facilities: a majority of the MLDP

training and educational experiences occurred on the Texas A & M
campus. During Summer Institutes and during occasional week-end

seminars, training/educational experiences were conducted at

College Station; participants lived in available dormitory
facilities or in a local hotel. However, on occasions when state

conferences f or community college/technical institute faculty were
held around the state, concomitant seminars were conveniently
scheduled for MLDP participants; on these occasions MLDP

participants occupied commercial hotel accommodations. Therefore,

educational and training facilities were considered by participants,

with few exceptions, to be from adequate to excellent.

4
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Formative/Summative Evaluation Procedures

Evaluation procedures consisted of the collection and analyses of

data during and subsequent to the training/educational processes. This

section presents a description of those evaluation procedures.

1.0 Formative evaluation procedures were accomplished in two ways:
(1) by an on-going assessment of the stated and appro ved

objectives, performance measures, and timelines in the original

MLDP proposal to determine the extent to which project officials
were fulfilling their committed responsibilities, and (2) by an
analysis of participants' pretest/posttest responses on the

Managerial Functions and Roles Profile for Community College/

Technical Institute Administrators; an instrument adapted and

revised, with authors' permission, from Erlandson and Hoyle's

Menagerie/ Functions and Proffies, Texas A & M University.
(See Appendix A which describes revision procedures and which

presents a copy of the revised instrument.) Data collected from

the Managerial Functions and Roles Profile were analyzed and

used, based on identified needs cf participants, to plan the 1990

Summer Institute training agenda.

2.0 Summative evaluation procedures consisted of an analysis of

documentary data reported by the Minority Leadership Development

Project staff and administration and by data collected from
participants on a summative evaluation instrument that was
prepared and administered by the evaluator. The former

5
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documentary data were cross-referenced with participants'

summative evaluations responses and with participants' responses

on the Managerial Functions and Roles Profile instrument to

determine the extent to which MLDP officials had achieved the

Project stated and approved objectives.

3.0 Evaluation Assumptions. The summative evaluation design as

presented is supported by two major assumptions:

3.1 That the documentation provided by the MLDP staff and

administration and from information obtained through

personal meetings with the Project administration and
with participants, were valid and reliable measures of
the extent to which project administration has

accomplished the stated and approved objectives.

3.2 All major activities (i.e. forma) courses, seminars,

summer institutes, etc.) that were planned and conducted

by the project administration were documented and that
this documentation was given in goud faith, accurate,

and represented a valid and reliable perception of the
extent to which the project administration has

accomphshed the stated and approved objectives.

4.0 Summative Evaluation--Phase I.

This section presents a s...mmative evaluation of the extent
to which the MI.DP administration has accomplished the stated

and approved objectives for Phase I of the Project.

There is no attempt to evaluate the quantitative aspects
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of the Phase I training and formal course credits.

4.1 Purpose A, Objective 1.

To organize a state advisory committee to assist

project staff in planning, delivery, and evaluation of
project activities.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose A, Objective
1 has been achieved. A State Advisory Committee, consisting
of fourteen (14) members from four-year institutions,
community college/technical institutes, the private sector,

and the Governor's Office, was organized. Documentation

indicates that the Committee met on two occasions, October

13, 19138 and October 13, 1989, and provided valuable input

on the leadership training project, participant selection

criteria, the minority candidate data bank, etc. Additionally,

documentation indicates that input from the State Advisory
Committee was used in planning and implementing the several

phases of the Program. Therefore, Purpose A, Objective 1

was evaluated as having been achieved.



4.2 Purpose A, Objective 2:

To organize a local advisory committee of TAMU

personnel to assist in planning, delivery, and

evaluation of project activities.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose A, Objective
2 has been achieved. A Local Advisory Committee,

consisting of Texas A & M personnel, was organizect

Documentation indicates that the committee met on September
7, 1986. Minutes from this meeting show that committee
members raised many interesting questions and made

recommendations relative for the project design and

implementation. Therefore, Purpose A. Objective 2 was

evaluated as having been achieved.

4.3 Purpose B, Objective 1.

To survey by telephone Texas community college and
technical institute [officials] to identify potential
minority leaders.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose B, Objective
1 has been achieved. To fulfill the criteria for this
Objective, project officials developed, validated and

implemented a sophisticated Minority Candidate Database

8
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(MCDB) system (not included) aimed at assisting both

employers and prospective employees of community colleges/
technical institutes in facilitating potential employee/

employment possiblities, respectively. The Database functions

as a skill bank that can be used to identify groups of

qualified minority candidates, based on essential demographic

information, who are a v ailabie for relocation and employment.

Indiv idual contacts were made with approximately 350

agencies throughout the state and ov er 300 potential
minority candidates were identified and entered into the
Database system. Database entries include names, addresses,

telephone numbers, job related skills, etc. (For information
relative to the MLDB system of minority candidate entries,

contact Dr. La Verne H. Young, Department of Industrial,
Vocational Technical Education, or Dr. Gonzalo Garcia,

Department of Educational Psychology, Texas A & M
University, College Station, Texas 77843). In v iew of

a vailable documentation, Purpose B, Objecti v e I was

e valuated as ha v ing been achie v ed.

4.4 Purpose B, Objective 2:

To sur vey the public/priv ate sector to identify

potential minority leaders in technical and v ocational
education and encourage them to enter the
community college and technical institute system.

9
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Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluatior, d5ta indicate that Purpose B, Objective

2 has been achieved, In developing the Minority Candidate

Database (MCDB), surveys were conducted with community

college/technical institute officials and with public/private
community agencies to identify potential minority leaders. The

potential minority leaders indentified were either recruited
for the current MLDP or were entered into the Minority

Candidate Database (MCDB) for subsequent recruitment

and/or for subsequent employment possibilities. Therefore,

Purpose B, Objective 2 was evaluated as having been

achieved.

4.5 Purpose C, Objective 1:

To develop and test data base management and

report generation software.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose C, Objective

1 has been achieved, Documentation indicates that telephone

protocol for surveys, cover letters which were mailed to

candidates, and candidate resume forms are available for
review. Those Data received from candidates were used to

develop a data basc, management system capable of

generating demographic data, vitae and career goals of

potential minority candidates (Blacks and Hispanics) who met

qualifications specified by potential employers from community

10
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colleges/technical institutes. Brochures describing the MCDB

were developed and mailed to potential community college,/

technical institute employers. Therefore, Purpose C, Objective
1 was evaluated as having been achieved.

4.6 Purpose D, Objective 1:

To sur vey chief executive officers, deans and

directors and successful minority leaders within
Texas community colleges and technical institutes,
advisory committee members, and other experts to
identify methods by which more minority faculty and

staff can be encouraged to enter and be promoted

within community colleges/technical institutions.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose D, Objective
1 has been achieved. Surveys were conducted with chief
executive officers of community colleges/technical
institutions and with advisory committee members to identify
methods in which more minorities could be encouraged to
enter and be promoted within post-secondary, two-year
institutions. This process was achieved by telephone and

mail surveys in which potential candidates were identified;
obstacles to minority advancement and potential remedies
were assessed; and potential training needs were identified.
Potential minority candidates were later contacted and

11
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mailed resume forms; information from the resume forms
was coded and used to recruit current MLDP participants or
it was entered into the Minority Candidate Database System
to be used as a source of sinsequent MLDP recruitment
and/or as a source of subsequent referrals to community

college/techincal institute officials for employee possibihties.
Therefore, Purpose D, Objective 1 was evaluated as having
been achieved.

4.7 Purpose E, Objective 1:

-
To prioritize these (minority leadership] competencies
using the DACUM process, a panel of experts, and a

modified Delphi technique.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose E, Objective
1 has been achieved. The DACUM (an acronym for Developing
A Curriculum) Committee convened on February 9-10, 1989

for the purpose of identifying, revising, and prioritizing com-
petencies needed for the employment and upward mobility of
minority leaders in community colleges/technical institutions;
this initiative was assisted by surveys conducted by the

Public Policy Resources Laboratory, Texas A & M University.
Those competencies identified were subsequently shared,

modified and combined, using a modified Delphi technique with
mini-DACUM groups, into a competencies profile list. This list
of competencies was later used, in part, to develop the

Minority Functions and Roles Profile for Community College/
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Technical Institute Administrators instrument. (See Appendix

A for procedures.) Therefore, Procedure E. Objective I was

evaluated as having been achieved.

4.8 Purpose E, Objective 2:

To conduct a review of the literature to identify
programs which have been successful in providing

upward mobility opportunities and experiences for

minority individuals.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose E, Objective
2 has been achieved. A preliminary review of the literature
was presented on pages 22 through 24 of the original MLDP

proposal. Additional, literature review information was

collected and documented throughout the two-year duration of
the Project. Therefore, Purpose E. Objective 2 was

evaluated as having been achieved.

4.9 Purpose F, Objective 1:

Based upon criteria that is [sic] evolved through the
advisory comittee's [sic] [identify and] select 36

participants and 36 alternates for the leadership

development program.
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Summative Eveluation;

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose F, eajective

1 has been achieved. Project documentation indicates that by
the beginning of Phase II, 36 minority candidates had been
idontified and selected and that an excess of 36 additional
candidates were available for selection as alternates.
However, two of the initirlly selected candidates failed to
report or call project officials by the beginning of the 1989
Summer Institute; they were replaced by two alternate
candidates who entered the Project subsequent to the 1989
Summer Institute. Additionally, one of the original candidates

who failed to report later decided to enter the Project and

was admitted; this brought the total official enrollment to
37. A summary of the number and percentage of of ficial
MLDP enrollees, by sex and ethnicity, is presented in Table I.

Table 1 indicates thet 18 (49 7) of the enrollet:3 were
Black-Americans; six (16.2 7) were Black males and 12

(32.4 7.) were Black females. Nineteen (517) of the
enrollees were Mexican-American; seven (18.9 7.) were
Mexican-American males and 12 (34.4 7) were Mexican-
American females. Four of the 37 enrollees (not shown in

Table ll, for various personal reasons, failed to complete the
Project. Therefore, 33 (89 7) of the official MOP enrollees
completed all Project requirement?, which terminated with
thy, June 1990 Summer Institute. Based on these documented
data, Purpose F, Objective 1 was evaluated as having been
f..chieved.
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Table 1

Minority adership Development Project Enrollee Summary Data

EthniOity

Male

Sex

7.age Female Sage Total sage

Black-American 6 16.2 12 32,4 18 48.6

Mexican-American 7 18.9 12 32.4 19 51.4

Total 13 35.1 24 64.8 37 100.0

4.10 Purpose 6, Objective 1:

To provide

alternatives).
list[s] of selected participants and

Summative Evaluation:

Summative eval.lation data indicate the Purpose G, Objective
1 has been achieved. Documentation indicates that 38

participants were selected, 37 participants officially entered,

and 33 participants officially completed all Project require-
ments. Approximately 300 alternate participants were
entered into the Minority Candidate Database. (Contact Dr. La
Verne H. Young or Dr. Gonzalo Garcia, Texas A t M

University for Minority Candidate Database mformation.)
Therefore, Purpose G, Objective 1 was evaluated as having
been achieved.

15
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4.11 Purpose H, Objective 1:

To conduct orientation and training program for
selected (Phase Ill participants.

Summative Ev aluation:

Summative ev aluation data indicate that Purpose H, Objective
1 has been achiev ed. Documentation indicates that an

orientation was held on Wednesday. July 5, 1989 from 1:00

.i.m through 5:00 p.m. At this orientation participants were
informed of all essential information relative to housing,
parking, meeting dates and locations, program activ ities,
tra v el expenses and stipends, etc. Additionally, data were

collected from participants for the development of the DACUM
Competency Profile. Therefore, Purpose, H, Objectiv e I was
ev aluated as ha ving been accomplished.

5,0 Summative E v aluation Summary--Phase I.

The summative evaluation of the Minority Leadership Dev elopment

Project accomplishments indicates that all of the stated and
approved purposes [goals] and objectiv es for Phase 1 were

achie ved, Following is a summary listing of those Phase 1 major
accomplishments:

5.1 MLDP officials conducted a re v iew of the literature to
identify programs that ha v e been successful in providing
upward mobility opportunities and experiences for minority
individuals. Some of these programs are presented on

pages 22 through 24 of the original proposal.

16
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5.2 Major state and local advisory committees, consistmg of
eminently qualified individuals from public and private
institutions, were organized. These committees performed
an essential role in planning, delivering and evaluating
both the Project's initial and ongoing activities.

5.3 Statewide telephone and mail surveys were conducted with
chief executive officers, deans, directors, and successful
minority leaders within Texas to identify and recruit
potential minority leaders within community colleges/
technical institutes and private sectors. A total of
thirty-eight potential minority leaders was recruited into
the MLDP [Thirty-seven actually entered], and an excess of
300 alternate names were entered into the Minority
Candidate Database System. Of the thu-ty-seven persons
who actually entered, thirty-three completed all Project
requirements.

5.4 A list of prioritized minority competencies, based on

feedback from mini-DACUM groups consisting of expert
panelists and MLDP participants, was developed using a

modified Delphi technique. These competencies, in part,
were used to develop a pre- and posttest assessment
instrument to collect participant data for use in developing
agenda for summer institute training programs and for
developing content for formal academic courses.

17



5.5 On Wednesday, July 5, 1989, MLDP officials conducted an

orientation program for participants who had been selected
for Phase 11 of the Minority Lead.rship Development

Project. The orientation was held on the Texas A & M
campus; it provided participants with pertinent

information essential for completing Project requirements.

6.0 Summative EvaluationPhase IL

This section presents a summative evaluation of the extent to
which MLOP administration has accomphshed the stated and

approved objectives for Phase 11 of the Project. There is no

attempt to evaluate the quantitative aspects of the training and

formal course credits.

6.1 Purpose A, Objective 1.

t

To secure resumes from potential leaders for the
purpose of establishing a data bank.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose A, Objective
1 has been achieved. Resume data were collected from an

excess of 300 potential minority leaders. These data were
entered into a Minority Candidate Database System for
distribution to community college/technical institute personnel
officials in order to facilitate minority recruitment,
employment, and promotions. Therefore, Purpose A, Objective
1 was evaluated as having been achieved.
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6.2 Purpose A, Objective 2.

To alert personnel officers in community colleges/

technical institutions to the availability of (the) data
bank.

Summative Evaluation:

A brochure was developed and distributed to personnel

officers of community colleges/technical institutes informing
them of the availability of the data bank, consisting of
resumes and other pertinent demographic information, for
potential employees. Therefore, Purpose A, 9bjective 2 was
evaluated as having been achieved.

6.3 Purpose B. Objective 1.

To continue a review of the literature to identify
programs which have been successful in providing
upward mobility opportunities and experiences for
minority individuals.

Summative Evaluation:

Starting with the original proposal (pp. 22-24) MLDP officials
began reviewing the literature to ident!fy programs which
had been sthcessful in providing upward ..iobihty opportunities
and experiences for minority individuals. This hterature
review process continued throughout the two-year project
cycle. Therefore, Purpose 13, Objective 1 was evaluated as



having been achieved.

6.4 Purpose 8, Objective 2.

To identiiy delivery mechanisms and specific content

for the minority leadership program for minorities

using Advisory Committee input, results of the

surveys, and input from representatives of the
public/ private sector.

t

Summative Evaluation:

Sumrnative evaluation data indicate that Purpose 8, Objective
2 has been achieved. Using input from local and state
advisory committees and from representatives of the

public/private sector, MLDP officials were able to identify a
set of specific competencies needed by minority leaders

interested in assuming upward mobility opportunities. The

identified competencies were used to structure the delivery
mechanisms and the content for summer institutes, for
formal courses, for mentorship/internship programs, and for
supporting seminars. Therefore, Purpose 8, Objective 2 wap

evaluated as havinj been achieved.

6.5 Purpose 13, Objective 3.

To design, develop and conduct a leadership training

program for minorities to include: opportuities for
academic credit or certification, a credit internship

20



A
program at a community college or technical
institute, and two 3-week summer institutes to be
convened at Texas A & M University, with practical
experiences at selected technical institutes and

community colleges in Texas, and a monitoring
component.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose B, Objectiv e

3 has been achieved. MLDP officials designed, developed and
conducted--using input from state and local advisory
committees, representatives from the public/private sector,
consultants, and participants--a leadership training program
for selected potential minority leaders. The training program
included opportunities for participants to accrue 15 semester
hours (initially 14 s.h.) of academic credit. MLDP participants
were able 1.o accrue six semester hours for their
participation in two, three-week summer institutes, and
eight semester hours for their partcipation in 400 clock
hours of extended internship/mentorship experiences during
the 1989-'90 academic year. These practical internship/
mentorship experiences were conducted in selected
community colleges/technical institutes throughout Texas.
Additionally, MLDP officials developed and implemented a
monitoring component which required periodic on-site visits
to institutions which participants selected for internship/
mentorship experiences. The on-site visits were conducted

21
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by MLDP officials and written evaluations were made to
reflect the progress, or lack of progress, of each intern
visited. Finally, several seminars were neld during Phase II
to coordinate Project activities and to provide growth
opportunities for Project participants. These seminars were

generally conveniently planned in conjunction with Texas

Junior College Association conferences; and they provided
excellent settings for participants' professional growth

opportunities, for group bonding activities, and for networking
among MLDP participants and other community college/
technical institute officials. Therefore, Purpose B, Ojective 3
was evaluated as having been achieved.

6,6 Purpose B. Objective 4,

To design a set of criteria and an evaluation plan
consisting of formal and informal approaches as well
as process and product type assessmemt to measure

the outcomes of the proposed project.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose B. Objective
4 has been )chieved. MLDP officials specified tentative
criteria for an evaluation plan and contracted with an
external evaluator to implement the plAn. The evaluation
design implemented by the evaluator consisted of formal and
informal approaches as well as process and product
approaches. Informal evaluation approaches included

22
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opportunities for participants to evaluate all phases of the
Project, including summer institutes, formal courses, and
seminars. These informal evaluations requested participant
responses to open-end questions as well as various kinds
of rating scales. Data collected from these informal
evaluation methods were used as process measures to
monitor and adjust ongoing activities within the Project
design.

Formal evaluation approaches involved the administration of
several standardized and/or formal instruments (i.e. The
Values Scale (1g85), Palo Alto, California: Consulting
Psychologists Press; the Minnesota Importance Questionnaire
(1975), University of Minnesota; the Minnesota Satisfaction
Questionnaire (1977), University of Minnesota [Appendix 9);
and the Managerial Functions and Roles Profile for Community
College/Technical Institute Administrators (1g8g), revised
from Erlandson and Hoyle (1987). College Station, Texas:
College of Education Principals' Center, Texas A & NI

University [Appendix AD. Data collected from these
instruments were used as process measures to monitor and

adjust the ongoing activities of the Project.

Finally, the external evaluator conducted formative and

summative evaluations of the Project's activities. (See

sections 1.0 through 3.0 of this document.) Using both
formal and informal data, the evaluator monitored the

documentation presented to determine the extent to which
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MLDP officials were fulfilling their commitments to the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board. Additionally, collected

formativ e evaluation data were used to recommend traminc,

priorities at strategic process points within the Project;
and collected summativ e evaluation data were used as

checks and balances in cross-referencing Project
documentation. These data were analyzed, using a cross-
referencing process, to finalize the Project's summativ e

evaluation and for reporting the extent to which Project

officials have fulfilled their responsibilities for dehv ermg the
following products: (1) sur veying and identifying potential
minority leaders in

and other selected

identifying essential

community colleges/technical institutes
public/private units in Texas, (2)

leadership skills for ..ninority leaders,

(3) suggesting innovative ways of de v eloping these

essential minority leadership skills, and (4) identifying
community college/technical institute leaders to ser v e as
mentors for MLDP participants. It is the opinion of the
evaluator, based on the available documentation, that the

four aforementioned proposed products ha v e been deli v ered

by MLDP officials. Therefore, Purpose B, Objectiv e 4 was
evaluated as hay ing been achieved.

6.7 Purpose B, Objective 5.

1

To conduct an ongoing evaluation of the project, [of]
the minority leadership program, [of] the ov erall
process, and [of] the participants through periodic
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t inter v iews and exit inter views with employers,

internship super visors, and mentors.

11

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose B, Objective
5 has been achiev ed. Ongoing evaluations of the MLOP were
achieved through inter views with employers, intern
super visors and mentors during site v isits to selected
institutions in which internship/mentorship experiences were
conducted. Also, the Managerial Functions and Roles Profile
for Community College/Technical Institute Administrators
instrument assessed pre- and posttest responses from
internship super visors/mentors relative to MLDP project
ramifications, including participants' professional growth.
These data were used to monitor and adjust programmatic
variables as well as to monitor and adjuit training activ ities
for potential, subsequent projects. Therefore, Purpose B

Objective 5 was evaluated as ha v ing been achieved.

6.8 Purpose C, Objective 1.

Prepare quarterly reports (for sut- mission to the
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board] with
input from Advisory Committedsl.

Summative E v aluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose C, Objective

25
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1 has been achieved. Documentation verifies that required

quarterly budget reports were prepared and were submitted

to the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. Therefore,

Purpose C, Objective 1 was evaluated as having been

achiev ed.

6.9 Purpose C, Objective 2.

Prepare enrollment reports with input from Advisory
Committeds), staff and participants.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose C, Objective

2 has been achieved. Reports were regularly distributed
which indicated the enrollment statusattritions and

replacementsof project participants. Therefore, Purpose C,

Objective 2 was evaluated as having been achieved.

6.10 Purpcse D, Objective 1.

Prepare and submit (to the Texas Higher Education

Coordinating Board) a final project report and other
project material(s) and deliverables.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation ckata mdicate that Purpose D, Objective
1 is currently in pro'gress since this document--the
Summative Evaluation--is to be included in the final
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materials and deliverables. However, documentation does

indicate that all preliminary materials and deliverables have
been assembled and that they are accurate. Therefore, when
this Summative Evaluation is concluded and is added to the

preliminary materials and deliverables, Purpose D, Objective
1 will have been achieved.

6.11 Purpose E, Objective 1.

Develop [a] plan through advisory committees (local
and state) to continue [the] leadership program.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Purpose E. Objectiv
1 has been achieved. MLDP officials submitted a continuatio
proposal in June 1990 to the Texas Higher Educatio
Coordinating Board. The continuation proposal was approv
tor an additional period of one year. Therefore, Purpose
Objective 1 was evaluated as having been achieved.

6.12 Purpose E, Objective 2.

e

n

n

ed

E,

Identify sources of support for continuation of [the]
leadership program.

Summative Evaluation:

Summative evaluation data indicate that Propose E, 0
2 has been achieved. In addition to the one year cont
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funds received from the Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board, funds are being sought from the vord Foundation to
continue the Project; approval for these funds is pending.
Finally, MLDP officials are seeking funds through Thxas A 84
M University to institutionalize tne Project; approval for
these local funds is also pending. Therefore, Purpose E,

Objective 2 was evaluated as having been achieved.

7.0 Summat,ve Evaluation Summary--Phase 11.

The summative evaluation of the Minority
Project accomplishments indicates that

Leadership Developmant

ail ot the stated and
approved purposes Igoa!b, .r..-.d objectives

achieved. Following is a summary listing of
accomplishments.

for Phase 11 were

those Phase 11 major

7.1 Resumes were secured from pctential minnrity leaders in

public/private institutions throughout Texas. These resumes

were used to establish a data bank and were used to inform
personnel officers in community colleges/technical institutes
of the availability of the Minority Candidate Database.

7.2 MLDP officials continued to review the literature to identify
programs which have been successful in providing upward

mobility opportunities and experiences for minority individuals.

7.3 Using input from advisory committees, from survey results,

and from representatives of the public/vivate sector, MLDP
officials developed delivery mechanisms and specific content
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for participants in the Minority Leadership Project.

7.4 MLDP officials designed, developed, and conducted a leadership
training program for potential minority leaders that included:
(1) opportunities to accrue up to 15 semester hours of

academic credits for summer institutes and for extended

internship/mentorship experiences (400 clock hours) in

community colleges/technical institutions throughout Texas,
and (2) the development and implementation of a monitering
component for use in fostering accountability among Project
participants.

7.5 MLDP officials designed criteria for an ongoing evaluation
plan consisting of formal and informal approaches as well as
process and product type assessments to measure the
outcomes of the Minority Leadership Project. An external
evaluator was contracted to bring evaluation criteria and

design to fruition, using data collected from periodic
interviews and from exit interviews with employers,
with mentors, with internship supervisors, and with MLDP
participants.

7.6 MLDP officials prepared timely budget and participant
enrollment reports for submission to the Texas Higher

Education Coordinating Board, to the external evaluator, and
to other project authorities.

7.7 MLDP officials have prepared the materials and the

2g
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deliverables for the submission of their final report to the

Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. With the

completion of this document the final report will have been
completed and it will be submitted to the proper authorities
as proposed.

7.8 MLDP officials, as proposed, have been presistent in the;r
quest for continuing funds to support the Minority Leadership
Development Project. Among their queries have been to seek
continuing support from the Texas Higher Education

Coordinating Board (THECB), from the Ford Foundation, and
from Texas A & M University. Of these coeries, one source
of funding, the THECB, has comitted continuing funds for a

period of one year, and two sources of funding, the Ford
Foundation and Texas A & M, are pending.

6.0 Summative Comments and Recommendations.

The Minority Leadership Development Project officials have done
an excellent job in achieving all of the Project's proposed

purposes (goals] and objectives. They are to be commended for
successfully completing this ambitious set of outcomes in an

impressive manner.

However, the Phase ll Executive Summary of the original proposal
stated that, "Through the College of Education, two minority
fellowships have been confirmed. This will allow at least two
individuals wt:o start degree objectives through this program to
continue their program of studies" (p. 46). The evaluator did not
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receive documentation confirming that graduate fellowships were
available for minority project participants. An unconfirmed view

is that the two fellowships were awarded to persons not involved
with the Project. However, the external evaluator was informed

upon inquiry that the MLDP had been awarded one graduate

assistantship position and one graduate research associate

position. One MLDP participant has been offered, and is seriously

considering eccepting, the research associate position to continue

his/her studies.

Moreover, participant responses to the Summative Evaluation

instrument are presented in Appendix C. The mean responses of

27 participants are presented for items one through 20.

Responses collected for item 21 (Appendix C) indicate that
participants felt that the major strengths of the Project were
excellent training and content of project activities, rewarding

networking opportunities, extremely professional MLDP officials
and staff, excenent professional development experiences, and

rewarding contacts with statewide CC/TI leaders.

To be sure, an of the participants' recommendations for ,rnpr.oving

the quality of the Project, responses to item 23, are worthy of
serious considerations. The most significant three are those

responses relative to cultural bias in favor of Blacks, obvious
internal strife among project officials, and the need for
professional accountability and/or support from all project
officials. Therefore, assuming that the perceptions of participants

31



are accurate, it is the recommendation of the evaluator that
solutions to these three issues are given top priority during the
extended period of the Project.

Submitted by: 4mmlei-e41 ;,, ,y-co1P-4 -7 C-). 0.) )
Sumpter L. Brooks, II, Ed.D.

Project Evaluator
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APPENDI X A

Managerial Functions and Roles Profile for Community College/Technical

Institute Administrators
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The Managerial Functions and Roles Profile for Community

College/Technical Institute Administrators

(Revision Procedures)

Revision procedures of the Managerial Functions and Roles Profile

for Community College/Technical Institute Administrators are presented
in this section. To accomplish this process the Project Evaluator had
access to two documents: (1) Erlandson and Hoyle's (1987) Managerial

Functions and Roles Profile (by authors' permission), and (2) a list of
the Minority Leadership Competencies Profile which was developed
through input from community college/technical institute leaders and
from mini-DACUM panels. To present evidence for content validity,
information from the two documents was reconciled to include as many

of the major and sub-categories as possible and at the same time keep

the revised document within reasonable length. Therefore, most of the
sub-categories from the Minority Leadership Competencies Profile list
were included on the revised instrument, with several sub-categories
combined; and the major categories were reduced from nine to five.
The revised document is presented on the remaining pages of Appendix
A.
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Managerial Functions and Roles Protile tor
Community College/Technical Institute Administrators

Name of person being assessed:

Name & title of person making assessment.

Relationship to person being assessed:

self peer

superior subordinate

Date:
(Optional)

2. Age 3. Ethnicity

Male 0 0
1

Afro/Amer.
Anglo/Amer.
Asian/Amer.

---
Female 1

2 2
4. Education 3 3 Max/Amer.

4 4 Native/Amer.
Bachelor's 5 5 Biracial/Amer.
Bachelor's 5 5 Other
Master's 7 7

MIIMMIMINI

'<Specify)
Master's + 8 8 Marital Status5.
Doctor's 9 9 Single----
Doctor's + Married

Widowed
Sep./Divorced\114111111--

Directions: Respond to each item based on the skill level
demonstrated by the community college/technical institute administrator
by blackening the appropriate space to the right of the statements.

Rating Scale: 1_2 3_4_5
low average

5-1
high

(Leave the item unanswered if
it does not apply or if you
have not observed the
behavior).

fIrtis instrument is adapted and reviset 1 fives Vaasa& Davi 1 .R. and John X. Moyle, Managenat
Yunetions and f(pat froftte, ' Taw ActM 'University.
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Page 2

Rating Scale: 1_2_ 3 4 5 fi_ 1. (Lea v e the item unanswer _Id if
low a v erage high it does not apply or if you

have not obser v ed the
behavior).

Part i! Personal Leadership Attribute*

The 'administrative intern demonstrates:

1. ability to laugh and appreciate
good humor in other people.

2. ability to write legibly.

3. ability to speak to varied
groups.

4. ability to listen coherently.

5. ability to sustain energy and
endurance.

6. physical fitness and well-being.

7. ability to complete assignments.

8. optimism relativ e to work
assignments.

g. ability to cope with stress and
maintain poise.

10. sensitivity to multicultural
differences.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 5 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 5 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 5 7
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Page 3

Rating Scale: Li 3 4_5 5_2, (Lea v e the item unanswered if
low a v erage high it does not apply or if you

have not observed the
beha v ior).

11. sensitiv ity to indiv idual 0 0
differences. 1 2

12. comfort with his/her own 0 0
ethnicity. 1 2

13. ability to recognize and respond
appropriately to non-verbal 0 0
communication patterns, 1 2

14. ability to prepare to communicate,
orally and in writing, with targeted 0 0
audiences. 1 2

15. ability to create a climate for
creativ e thinking among peers 0 0
and subordinates. 1 2

16. ability to think beyond set 0 0
parameters. 1 2

17. ability to encourage and 0 0
promote innov ation. 1 2

18. ability to encourage and 0 0
promote institutional change. 1 2

Part lk General Administretion Functions

The administrative intern demonstrates:

19. ability to analyze staffing
needs.

0 0
1 2

37
1 5f)

0 0 0 0 0

3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0

3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0
3 4 5 6 7



Page 4

Rating Scale: 1 .2 3_1_5 flZ (Leave the item unanswered if
low average high it does not apply or if yOu

have not observed the
behavior).

20. ability to recruit and select 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
qualified staff/faculty. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

21. ability to objectively evaluate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
staff/faculty. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

22. ability to design staff 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
development programs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

23. ability to interpret personnel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
policies and procedures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

24. ability to plan effective use of 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
facilities. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

25. ability to interpret and utilize
research findings for 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
institutional development. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

26. ability to prepare short-long
range resource development 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
plans. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

27. ability to prepare and monitor 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
budgets and expenses. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

28. computer literacy and use of
management information 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
systems (M.I.S). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

29. ability to analyze community 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and student needs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Page 5

Rating Scale: 1 ....2... 3 4 ..5 fiZ (Lea ve the item unanswered if
low average high it does not apply or if you

have not obser v ed the
beha vior).

30. ability to raise funds for
institutional development.

Part IlL! Professional Awareneag

The administrative intern:

31. participates in professional
organizations.

32. practices professional code of
ethics.

33. develops and maintains an
up-to-date professional vita.

34. reads professional literature.

35. maintains a personal
professional development plan.

36. develops a professional network
system.

37. participates in local and state
educational/political affairs.

38. participates in institutional
service activities (works on
committees, accreditation,
curriculum, etc.).

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Page 6
Rating Scale: 1_2 1_4_5 fl_.1 (Leave the item unanswered if

low average high it does not apply or if you
have not obser ved the
behavior).

Part IV: Managerial (Persuasion/Influence/Central) Function*

The administrative intern demonstrates:

39. ability to convince superiors to
support his/her staff and 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
programs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

40. ability to convince others in 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
goal setting and decision making. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

41. ability to persuade others to
accept and cope with
controversy and to mediate
conflict among staff, students.
and the broader academic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
community. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

42. ability to use two-way
communication skills between
the college/institute and the 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
community.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

43. ability to bring diverse groups 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
together for a common purpose. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

44. ability to identify and use
politically powerful groups and
individuals to accomplish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
college/institute goals. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

45. ability to Use authority of
his/her office to accomplish 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tasks. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Page 7

Rating Scale: 1 1_4_5 6 (Leave the item unanswered if
it does not apply or if you
have not observed the
behavior).

...2 .1
low average high

46. ability to influence faculty/
staff to work toward common 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
goals. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

47. ability to identify and
circumvent barriers to upward 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
mobility. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

48. ability to recognize and work
within formal and informal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
governance structures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

49. ability to utihze and benefit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
from environmental scanning. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

50. ability to promote and profit
from action research for 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
institutional improvement. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

51. ability to take safe and 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
calculated risks. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Part V: Instruptinnal Administrattguy

The administrative intern demonstrates:

52. knowledge and mission of higher 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
educational administration. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

53. knowledge and effective
strategies and processes for
teaching, guiding, and following 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
up post secondary students. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Page 8

Rating Scale: L.2 Lii 6_1 (Leave the item unanswered if
low average high it does not apply or if you

have not obser ved the
behavior).

50. ability to help faculty assess
and guide post secondary
student achievement by
employing alternative
teaching strategies.

55. abihty to assist flculty in
maintaining a productive
environment for post secondary
study and research.

56. knowledge of research design
Snd credibility as a
publishing researcher.

57. ability to establish and maintain
collaborative instruction and
research activities with
practitioners in the field.

58. ability to develop, implement,
and evaluate curriculum.

59. ability to establish and maintain
linkages with other educational,
business, and industrial agencies.

BO. awareness of accreditation
processes.

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 o n
1 2 3 4 5 6
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APPENDI X B

STANDARDIZ ED INSTRUMENTS

Minlesota Importance Questionnaire (1g75)

Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (19 . 7)

The is/Mlles Scale (105)
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Do not write on this booklet

MINNESOTA
IMPORTANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

1975 Revision

RANKED FORM

Vocational Psychology Research

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

0 Copyright, 1975
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DI RECTIONS

The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out what you consider important in your

ideal job, the kind of job you would most like to have.

On the following pages are groups of five statements about work.

Read each group of statements carefully.

Rank the five statements in each group in terms of their importance to you in
your ideal job.

Use the number "1" for the statement which is most important to you in your
ideal job, the number "2" for the statement which is next most important to you,
and so on.

Use the number "5" for the statement least important to you in your ideal job.

Write down your rankings in the correct spaces on the answer sheet.

Please turn to the next page for instructions on how to mark your answer sheet.
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HOW TO MARK THE ANSWER SHEET

First of all

Print your name in the space provided and fill in the other information requested.

To fill in the answer sheet

Start where it says "Page 1".

There is a box for each of the statements in each group. The letters at the left
side of the boxes stand for the statements in your booklet.

For example, your ranking of a group of statements might look like this:

Igrt
1

(booklet) (answer sheet)

On my ideal job . ..
a. I could be busy all the time.

b. the job would provide for steady employment.

c. I could do things for other people.

d. I could try out some of my own ideas.

e. my boss would train tha workers well.

begin
page

1

group
1

/
3

This means that, of the five statements, you consider statement "a" (I could be busy all
the time) the most important (ranked "1") to you in your ideal job; statement "d" (I
could try out some of my own ideas) the next most important (ranked "2"); statement
"b" (ranked "3") the-next most important; statement "e" (ranked "4") the next most
important; and staternen+ "c" (ranked "5") the least important to you in your ideal job.

You will find some of the rankings more difficult to make than others, but it is important
that you rank every statement in each group.

Be Sure Your Answers are Numbers, Not Letters.
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group
1

group
2

group
3

Page 1

On your answer sheet enter your rankings of statements for each group.

Remember: "1" = most important to you in your ideal job; "2" = next most important,

and so on, to "5" for least important to you in your ideal job.

On my ideal job ...

a. I could be busy all the time.

b. I could do things for otner people.

c. I could try out some of my own ideas.

d. my pay would compare well with that of other workers.

e. the job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

On my ideal job . . .

a. I could do things for other people.

b. I could do something different every day.

c. the job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.

d. my boss would train the workers well.

e. the company would administer its policies fairly.

On my ideal job .. .

a. I could do the work without feeling that it is morally wrong.

b. my boss would back up the workers (with top management).

c. I could do something different every day.

d. I could do something that makes use of my abilities.

e. I could be busy all the time.

1

groul On my ideal job .. .

4

a. the company would administer its policies fairly.

b. I could try out some of my own ideas.

c. I could do something that makes use of my abilities.

d. my co-workers would be easy to make friends with.

e. I could be "somebody" in the community.
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group
5

ng-ToUTI1

I 6 I

group
7

group
8

Page 2

On your answer sheet enter your rankings of statements for each group.

Remember: "1" = most important to you in your ideal job; '2" = next most important,

and so on, to "5" for least important to you in your ideal job.

On my ideal job .

a. my boss would train the workers well.

b. I could plan my work with little supervision.

c. my boss would back up the workers (with top nanagement).

d. I could try out some of my own ideas.

e. the job would have good working conditions.

On my ideal job ...

a. I could get recognition for the work I do.

b. I could do the work without feeling that it is morally wrong.

c. I could plan my work with little supervision.

d. I could do things for other people.

e. my co-workers would be easy to make friends with.

On my idml vb . . .

a. my bos5 would back up the workers (with top management).

b. the comikny would administer its policies fairly.

c. my pay would compare well with that of other workers.

d. I could get recognition for the work I do.

e. I could tell people what to do.

On my ideal job...

a. I could do something different every day.

b. my co-workers would be easy to make friends with.

c. I could make decisions on my own.

d. the job would have good working conditions.

e. my pay would compare well with that of other workers.
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group
9

group
10

group
11

[gfITuil
12

Page 3

On your answer sheet enter your rankings of statement for each group.

:Remember: "1" = most important to you in your ideal ob "2" = next most important,

and so on, to "5" for least important to you in your ide iljob.

On my ideal job ...

a. I could do something that makes use of my abilities.

b. I could tell people what to do.

c. the job would have good working conditions,

d. the job would provide for steady employment

e. I could do things for other people.

On my ideal job ...

a. I could make decisions on my own.

b. I could be busy all the time.

c. the job would provide for steady employment

d. the company would administer its pollcies4114Y

e. I could plan my work with little supervision

On my ideal job ...

a. the job could give me a feeling of accomphsitment.

b. I could make decisions on my own.

c. I could tell people what to do.

d. I could do the work without feeling that it is morally wrong.

e. I could try out some of my own ideas.

On my ideal job ...

a. my co-workers would be easy to make frientiSwIth'

b. the job would provide for steady employment

the job would provide an opportunity for amwlaanCement.

d. my boss would back up the workers (with IDP management).

e. the job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.
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Page 4

On your answer sheet enter your rankings of statements for each group.

Remember: "1" = most important to you in your ideal job: '2" = next most important,

and so on, to "5" for least important to you in your ideal job.

group] On my ideal job . ..
13

a. I could plan my work with little supervision.

b. the job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

c. I could be "somebody" in the community.

d. I could tell people what to do.

e. I could do something different every day.

group
14

group
15

group
16

On my ideal job .. .

a. my pay would compare well with that of other workers.

b. the job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.

c. I could work alone on the job.

d. I could plan my work with little supervision.

e. I could do something that makes use of my abilities.

On my ideal job ...

a. I couki tell people what to do.

b. my boss would train the workers well.

c. my co-workers would be easy to make friends with.

d. I could be busy all the time.

e. I could work alone on the job.

On my ideal job . ..

a. the job would provide for steady employment.

b. my pay would compare well with that of other workers.

c. my boss would train the workers well.

d. I could be "somebody" in the community.

e. I could do the work without feeling that it is morally wrong.
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group
17

I group I
I 18

Page 5

:- cur answer sheet enter your rankings of statements for each group.

-imber: "1" = most important to you in your ideal job; "2" = next most important,

on, to "5" for least important to you in your ideal job.

:- -.,/ ideal job . ..

.E. I could work alone on the job.

D. I could be "somebody" in the community.

.:. I could do things for other people.

J. my boss would back up the workers (with top management).

f.. I could make decisions on my own.

-
C- -y ideal job . ..

a. I could try out some of my own ideas.

b. I could get recognition for the work I do.

c. I could do something different every day.

d. I could work alone on the job.

e. the job would provide for steady employment.

I group] On my ideal job .. .

I 19

a. the job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

b. I could do something that makes use of my abilities.

c. I could get recognition for the work I do.

d. I could make decisions on my own.

e. my boss would train the workers weH.

I group
I 20

On my ideal job ...

a. the job would have good working conditions.

b. I could work alone on the job.

c. the company would administer its policies fairly.

d. the job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

e. I could do the work without feeling that it is morally wrong.
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group
21

Page 6

On your answer sheet enter your rankings of statements for each group.

Remember: "1" = most important to you in your ideal job; "2" - next most important,

and so on, to "5" for least important to you in your ideal job.

On my ideal job . . .

a. I could be "somebody" in the community.

b. the job would have good working conditions.

c. I could be busy all the time.

d. the job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.

e. I could get recognition for the work I do.

Check your answer sheet to see that

you have used the numbers 1 to 5 to

rank every statement in each group.

Then, continue on the next page.
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Page 7

On this page consider each statement and decide whether or not it is important tu Ildve

in your ideal job.

If you think that the statement is important for your ideal job, mark an X in the
"Yes" box on your answer sheet.

If you think that the statement is not important for your ideal job, mark an X
in the "No" box on your answer sheet.

On my ideal job it is important that ...

1. I could do something that makes use of my abilities.

2. The job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.

3. I could be busy all the time.

4. The job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

5. I could tell people what to do.

6. The company would administer its policies fairly.

7. My pay would compare well with that of other workers.

8. My co-workers would be easy to make friends with.

9. I could try out some of my own ideas.

10. I could work alone on the job.

11. I could do the work without feeling that it is morally wrong.

12. I could get recognition for the work I do.

13. I could make decisions on my own.

14. The job would provide for steady employment.

15. I could do things for other people.

16. I could be "somebody" in the community.

17. My boss would back up the workers (with top management).

18. My boss would train the workers well.

19. I could do ,mething different every day.

20. The job would have good working conditions.

21. I could plan my work with little supervision.

Check your answer sheet to see that you have marked only one choice for each
of the 21 statements.
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minnesota satisfaction questionnaire

Vocational Psychology Research

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Copyright 1977
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IL

Confidential

Your answers to the questions and all other information you give us will be held in strictest confidence.

Name
Please Print

1. Check one: in Male in Female

Today's Date 19

2. When were you born? _ 19______

3. Circle the number of years of schooling you completed:

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Grade School High School College Graduate or
Professional School

4. What is your present job called?

5. What do you do on your present

6. How long have you been on your present job? years months

7. What would you call your occupation, your usual line of work?

8. How long have you been in this line of work? years months

2
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niinnesota satisfaction questionnaire

The purpose of this questionnaire is to give you a chance to tell how you feel about your present job,

what things you are satisfied with and wkat things you are not :;:ltisfied with.

On the basis Lf ',our answers and those of people like you, we hope to get a better understanding of ihe

things people like and didike about their jobs.

On the following r --les you will find stai.:,ments abo..t 1.e1jr present job.

Read each statement carefully.

Decide how satisfied you feel about the aspect of your job described by the statement.

Keeping the statement in mind:

if you feel that your job gives you more than you expected, check the box under "Very Sat."

(Very Satisfied);

if you feel that your job gives you what you expected, chec the box under "Sat." ,,Satisfied);

if you cannot make up your mind whether or not the job gives yoU whot you expected, check

the box under "N" (Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied);

If you feel that your job gives you less than you expected, check the box under "Dissat."

(Dissatisfied);

if you .eel that your job gives you much less than you expected, check the box under "Very

Dissat." (Very Dissatisfied).

Remember: Keep the statemerit in mind when deciding how satisfied you feel about that aspect of

your job.

Do this for all statements. Plee answer every item.

Be frank and honest. Give a true picture of your feelings about your present job.

3
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Ask yourself: How satisfied am l with this aspect of my job?

Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.

Sat. means I am satisfied with this aspect of my job.

N means I can't decide whether I am satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.

Dissat. means I am dissatisfied wi'h this aspect of my job.

Very Dissat. means I am very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

On my present job, this is how I feel about . . .
very very

Disser Dissot, N Sot Sat

1. The chance to be of service to others. fl H [] li H
2. The chance to try out some of my own ideas. i I 1 1 L 1 1 1 I 1

3. Being able to do the job without feeling it is morally wrong. Ll I I ri H 1.1

4. The chance to work by myself.
1 ] 1_1 LI L _1 I 1

5. The variety in my work. Li r1 ri Il n
6. The chance to have other workers look to me for direction. LI LI 1 I Li LI

7. The chance to do the kind of wot k that I do best. Li LI LI 11 1 1

8. The social position in the community that goes with the job. l 1 Li 1 1 1_1 1 1

9. The policies and practices toward employees of this company. 1.1 f i LI LI 1 1

O. The way my supervisor and I understand each other. Iii Ili Li Iii L .1

11. My job security. 0 0 0 LI 1:1

12. The amount of pay for the work I do. Li LI 0 li_l 1. 1

13. The working conditions (heating, lighting, ventilation, etc.) on this job. LI II 1 L 1 1 1

14. The opportunities for advancement on this job. 17 11 1 1 1 1 1

15. The technical "know-how" of my supervisor.
1 _1 1 _1 1 l 1 1 1

16. The spirit of cooperation among my co-workers. i_j 11J _1 i 1 Li
17. The chance to be responsible for planning my work. L1 H i I. I 1 I

18. The way l am noticed when I do a good job. 111 0 Ll 0 11

19. Being able to see the results of the work I do. Ll Li Li LT1 1 ;

20. The chance to be active much of the time. 11] D Li Li 1 ;

21. The chance to be of :.ervice to people. ri u u El 1 I

22. The chance to do new and original things on my own. 0 Li Li Ll LI

23. Being able to do things that don't go against my religious beliefs. 0 0 Li 0 [ J

24. The chance to work alone on the job. 11 0 LI 1. 1 I J

25. The chance to do different things from time to time. D 0 C1 f -I 1 1

Very
Dissat Dissat. N

Very
Sot. Sot

4
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Ask yourself: How satisfied am I with this aspect of my job?

Very Sat. means I am yery satisfied with this aspect of my job.

Sat. means I am satisfied with this aspect of my job.

N means I can't decide whether I am satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.

Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

Very Dissat. means I am very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

On my present job, this is how I feel about . . .
very Very

Dissot. Dissot N Sot Sot

26. The chance to tell other workers how to do things. IA 0 0 Ll 0
27. The chance to do work that is well suited to my at ilities. fil L1 0 0 0
28. The chance to be "somebody" in the community. I _1 L.1 Ll LI I_1

29. Company policies and the way in which they are administered. El Ill 0 Ll El

30. The way my boss handles his/her employees. LI 0 0 Ll 0
31. The way my job provides for a secure futute. I: 1 0 LI 0 D

32. The chance to make as much money as my friends. LI n o Li Li

33. The physical surroundings where I work. (11 L] Li LI Ll

34. The enances of getting ahead on this job. El L 1 r) r] 1-1:1

35. The competence of my supervisor in making decisions. i 1 [ ] L i L) 11]

36. The chance to develop close friendships with my co-workers. 0 E l E _1 ii 1_1

37. The chance to make decisions on my own D 0 0 Li LI

38. The way I get full credit for the work I do. D 0 D D LI

39. Being able to take pride in a job well done. 0 H Li D Li

40. Being able to do something much of the time. L) I_ .1 L1 0 Li

41. The chance to help people. El LI 0 Li El_1

42. The chance to try something different. ri [ _1 1 _] L1 LI

43. Being able to do things that don't go ogainst my conscienc. I _1 ; ] LI ii I i

44. The chance to be alone on the job. i=1 Li1 L) il I J

45. The routine in nr work. Li Ll [1 Li ( 1

46. The chance to supervise other people. 0 Li LI El Lii

47. The chance to make use of my best t.: tz;!ii les. (-1 0 L1 0 LI

48. The chance to "rub elbows" with important people. 1. i Li 0 0 0
49. The way employees are informed about company policies. ii Li Li 0 LJ

50. The way my boss backs up his/her employees (with top management). L] Ej 0 n 0
Ver y Very

Dossot Dssc t N Sot Sot

5
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Ask yourself: How satisfied am I with this aspect of my job?

Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.

Sat. means I am satisfied with this aspect of my job.

N means I can't decide whether I am satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.

Dissat. means I am cfissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

Very Dissat. means I am very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

On my present job, this is how I feel about . . .

51. The way my job provides for steady employment.

52. How my pay compares with that for similar jobs in other companies.

53. The pleasantness of the working conditions.

54. The way promotions are given out on this job.

55. The way my boss delegates work to others.

56. The friendliness of my co-workers.

57. The chance to be responsible for the work of others.

58. The recognition I get for the work I do.

59. Being able to do something worthwhile.

60. Being able to stay busy.

61. The chance to do things for other people.

62. The chance to develop new and better ways to do the job.

63. The chance to do things that don't harm other pe_ple.

64. The chance to work independently of others.

65. The chance to do something different every day.

66 The chance to tell people what to do.

67. The chance to do something that makes use of my ab'llities.

68. The chance :o be important in the eyes of otheis.

69. The way company policies are put into practice.

70. The way my boss takes care of the complaints of his/her emplo).Pes.

71. How steady my job is.

72. My pay and the amount of work I do.

73. The physical working conditions of the job.

74. The chances for advancement on th;s job.

75. The way my boss provides help on hard problems.

6
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Very Very
Dissa..t Dissot N Sot. Sot

Ll 11 0 E-1 I I

E1 0 E. 1 LI

Fl n
Li U 0 E1

O El 0 0 LI

O 0 [ 1

O 0 El [.1

0 :11 H

Li 0 Fl Li

H ri Li H 1 1

Ei U CI 0
Very Very

Datot Dosot N Sot Sot.



Ask yourself: How satisfied am I with this aspect of my job?

Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.

Sat. means I am satisfied with this aspect of my job.

N means I can't decide whether I am satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.

Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

Very Dissat. means I am very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.

On my present job, this is how I feel about . . .

76. The w,ly my co-workers are easy to make friends with.

77. The freedom to use my own judgment.

78. The way they usually tell me when I do my job well.

79. The chance to do my best at all tildes.

80. The L ..nce to be "on the go" all the time.

81. The chance to be of some small service to other people.

82. The chance to try my own methods of doing the job.

83. The chance to do the job without feeling I am cheating anyone.

84. The chance to work away from others.

85. The chance to do mnny different things on the job.

86. The chance to tell others what to do.

87. The chance to make use of my abilities and skills.

88. The chance to have a definite place in the community.

89. The way the company treats its employees.

90. The personal relationship between my boss and his/her employees.

91. The way layoffs and transfers are avoided in my job.

92. How my pay compares with that of other workers.

93. The working conditions.

94. My chances for advancement.

95. The way my boss trains his/her employees.

96. The way my co-workers get along with each other.

97. The responsibility of my lob.

98. The praise I get for doing a good job.

99. The feeling of accomplishment I get from the job.

100. Being able to keep busy all the time.

7
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Very Very
Dissat Dissat N Sat Sat

ri [1 D Li Ci

[ 1 LI n ii L1

LI LI LI LI [
LI D 11 []
[ 1 Li LI [ -I L I

I_ .1 II LI LI L.1

I I LI 1 I 1 1_ 1

Li LI L1 L1 I 1

Li LI Ii LI L1

LJ I 1 LI LI L

111 11 LI Ll 1 I

rtA Ll U [I
11 Li Li LI L1

1- 1 LI LI Li L1

1 1 III Li Li t

I] Li ti LI I

11 u H I
1 J

D Li L I

[1 Ll

I 1 11 H i I

Li LI Ii LI Ll

D Li LI L-1 LJ

Li 1 I LI LI n
I71 1: 1 LI D El

LI Li El 11 0
Very Very

Dissat ()mot N Sot Sot



The Values Scale
Donald E. Super, Ph.D., and Dorothy D. Nevi 11, Ph.D.

University of Florida

This inventory of values asks how important to you are the various values or satisfactions that most people seek in
their lives. People differ in what is important to them, but to some extent most people want the sar.,e things. The ques-
tion is, to what degree are they important to you? Please answer all the questions as well as you can. Do not skip any.
Your answers will be helpful in understanding people better and in helping them.

717

0
Consulting Psychologists Press

577 College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

Copynght 0, 1985 by Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc
AU rigid.; reserved. Printed in the USA
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Directions

Please do not make any marks on this book/et-use the answer sheet as directed.

Fill out all the information on the front of the answer sheet The information for filling in section 7B is on the back of this
booklet. Once you have completNI the personal information on the front of the answer sheet, turn the answer sheet over and
start answering the questions below. Please answer every question. Work rapidly. If you are not sure, guess-your first thought
is most likely to be the right answer for you.

How important to you are the values listed below? Please read each statement, then use the following scale to show how
important that value is to you:

1 means of little or no importance
2 means of some importance
3 means important
4 means very important

Use a pencil to fill in the circle of the number on the response sheet that shows how important the value is to you.
For example:

Have lots of fun 1 2 0 4

Now please respond to all the questions, using the answer sheet.

It is now or will in the future be important for me to .. .

1. use all my skills and knowledge.

2. have results which show that I have done well.

3. get ahead.

4. make life more beautiful.

5. help reople with problems.

6. tell others what to do.

7. act on my own.

8. discover, develop, or design new things.

9. have a high standard of living.

10. live according to my own ideas.

11. develop as a person.

12. get a lot of exercise.

13. be admired for my knowledge and skills.

14. do risky things.

15. do things with other people.

16. be with fr:ends.

17. have everyday be differert in some way from the one

before it.

18. have good space and light in which to work.

19. live where people of my religion and race are accepted.

20. work hard physically.

21. be where employment is regular and secure.

22. do work that takes advantage of my abilines.

23. know that my efforts will show.

24. get ahead quickly in my career.

25. find pleasure in the beauty of my work.

26. be mvolved in work in which the goal is helping people.

27. be able to be a leader at work.

28. make my own decisions at work.

29. create something new in my woi

30. have a good income

31. live my life trj way.

32. have ideas about what to do with my life.

33. take part in sports and other physical activities.

34. be recognized for my accomplishments

35. feel that there is some risk or some danger in the work I do.

36. woik in a group rather than by myself.

37. do things with people I like.

38. do a number of different things dunng the day.

39. have good sanitary facilities (e.g. washroom) at work.

40. work wheie people of my ethnic origin have good job possibilities

41. use pi ,rerful machines.

Co on to next page.
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42. have a regular income.

43. develop my abilities.

44. reach a high standard in my work.

45. be able to get promotions.

46. be concerned with beauty in my work.

47. work in a way that makes the world a better place.

48. be the one who manages things at work.

49. be free to get on with a job in my own way.

50. have a chance to try out new ideas at work.

51. be well paid for whatever work I might do.

52. work at what !want to when I want to.

53. find personal satisfaction in my work.

54. be physically active in my work.

55. be held in high esteem because of my work.

56. take on dangerous tasks if they interest me.

57. be with other people while I work.

58. be with my kind of people.

59. zhange work activities frequently.

60. be protected from the weather whi!e I work.

61. feel accepted at work as a member of my race or ethnic group.

62. use my strength.

63. have a secure position.

64. keep on learning new things at work.

65. do something at which I am really good.
66. be able to think in terms of advancement.

67. be able to add to the beauty of the world.

68. improve the welfare and peace of the world.

69. make decisions that others follow.

70. be my own boss.

71. use new ideas and methods.

72. earn enough to live well.

73. decide what to do with my life.

74. cultivate my inner life.

75. make a real physical effort at work.

76. be viewed as a special person.

77. face the challenge of danger.

78. have people take time to chat.

79. have a job where I can easily make friends.

80. move around while doing things at work.

81. work in a place where I can really do my job.

82. work with people of my own background.

83. move big boxes and crates.

84. have a feeling of economic security

85. have to think about what I am doing at work.

86. get the feeling I have really achieved something at work.

87. wurk where getting ahead is considered important.

88. be appreciated for the beauty of my wo. K.

89. do work which improves things for other people.

90. have the authority to get things done.

91. set my own working hours.

92. be inventive in my job.

93. have all of the nice things I want.
94. plan my own work artivities

95. develop my own work life.

96. be able to be outdoors a great deal.

97. have people recognize the work I have done.

98. be able to run reasonable risks when there is something
to gain.

99. deal with a variety of people at work.

100. work %,lwre there are friendly people.

101. be able to do my work in a variety of ways.

102. have a comfortable temperature at work.

103. be true to the values of my people.

104. carry heavy loads.

105. know tha, I can always make a living.

106. feel that I am treated fan ly at work
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Occupational Group

The answer sheet asks you, "What kind of work do or did you do?" Select your occupational group from the table below.
able contains occupational group titles and examples of occupations in each group. Select the group that matches the

you do or have done. Each group is identified by a letter; mark the letter on the answer sheet of the group you have seleetai

'Physical Science:
Research

Chemist

Geologist

Mahone

Physkisti, I
Statistician

Physical Science:
Applied

Architect

Engineer

Ceo4<ltiianr
Systems Analyst

Biological and
Medical Science

Dentist

Medical i ... .i -

Scientiñc-
Veterinarian

Social Science:
Research

Anthropola; A

Econom

Market Rca4naJsst

Social Ps1
Sociologist

Social Science:
Teaching/Social Service

Guidance Counselor

MarnagipPallior
0

School

School T

Social Worker

Writing and Law

Editor

lAwyer

Librarian

Report

Scnpt Wnter

Art and Music

An Director

Commc t

Dress gofer

Interior

Musician

Public Performance

Actor/Actress

An TV)

Dancer s
.1

Musical -,1 r

Professional Athlete

Business: Financial

Auditor

BursarlCodpr

Computer Atlyst

Cost Accouag

Credit Analyst

Business: Management

Supt -lildgslCrounds

Bank Man

Hotel Man

PersonneWager

Store OwneriManager

Business:
Sales/Promotion

Advertising Manage:

Druter/AccL bacon*

Buyer

Public Rd Manager

Sales Manager

Business:
Office/Clerical

Bank Teth.

Bookk

Ckrkllyp
-ws

Postal Clerk

Stenographer

Business:

Merchandising

Car ReuC1erl.

Dept. S ,Sera,n
Lik I nt.
Real Estate Agent

Retail SIesperson

Technical:
Physical Science

Air /NON. Controller

Ektioung Ralik an

Ptioloengraver

Surveyor

Weather Analyst

Tic hnical:
Health Service

Dental Hygienist

Dietitian

Nurse illegible red1

Occupational Therapist

Optician

Technical: Crafts

Mechanic

.tss Maker

Elecuician

Jeweler

Printer

Technical: Outdoor

Nov Falttaisi

Fish ICe Wa)in

Flowerwer 1.1(
co....-4"

Grain Fanner ft.0

Landscape Gardener

lbc hnical: Mechanical

Apphanc,
&Mose tilor

Bus DI; 6.
pry Cleaner

Sewing Machine Operater

Personal Service

Beaulican

Muspital Attendant

Ho.t /Hostess

Receptionist

WarterlWadless

Manual/Physical

Gas Station Attendant

Parking Lot Attendant

Porter
.

Radio Assembler

Stevedore

Portions of this page are adapted by special permission from the Career Planning Questionnaire tithe Differential
Aptitude Tests. t.I972. 1973 by The faychological Corporation, Cleveland OH. All nghts reserved.
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APPENDIX C

Summative Evaluation Instrument
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Minority Leadership Development Project (MLDP)
(Summative Evaluation)

Directions; This instrument is an anonymous summative evaluation
designed to determine your perception of the efficiency and

effectiveness of the activities in which you were engaged as a

participant in the MLDP. Your responses will be used in two ways: (1)

to determine the impact of the training activities on the attainment of
your career goals, and (2) to make recommendations for improving the
quality of the training activities in subsequent projects. Thertfore,
please be candid and accurate as possible when cesponding the each
item. Respond to each item by blackening the appropriate space to the
right

Strongly

1.

2.

of each statement. [Respondent N = 27; ( ) = Mean Rating]

Agree

Agree

0

0

0

5

0

5

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The MLDP training activities were
1realisi ic for developing leadership

comretencies needed for assuming 0 0 0

greater career responsibilities. 1****2****3****4***

(41)
Scit-assessment competency profiles

were used to develop the training 0 0 0

csntent of the MLDP. WI** 2444*344**4*

(4.3)
67
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Page 2

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

3. MLDP training sessions included both

minority and non-minority faculty
and/or consultants.

,
If

0 0 0 0 0

11,...2.***3****4*** 5

(4.9)

4. MLDP training activities significantly

improved mg leadership skills for

assuming positions of greater leader- 0 0 0 0 0

ship responsibility. i****2****3****44.4. 5

(4.5)
5. MLDP training sessions helped me to

attain certain of my career goals.
0 0 0 0 0

14-1**2****3****4* 5

(4.3)
6. I was satisfied with a majority of

the training sessions and academic 0 0 0 0 0

experiences which I received in the MLDP. l****2****3****4.. 5

(4.5)
7. MLDP participants were given ample

opportunity to recommend topics and

content for training sessions.
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Page 3

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly

8. Information gained in training sessions

and academic courses was helpful and 0 0 0 0 0

practical for CC/TI managers. 1.***2****3****4*** 5

(4.6)

9. The internship phase of the MLDP

represented significant positive grcorth 0 0 0 ii 0

experiences. 1.***2****3****4*** 5
(4.6)

10. Interactions with my intern mentor(s)/

supervisor(s) were positive, rewarding, 0 0 0 0 0

and professionally productive. l****2****3****4** 5

(4.4)
11. Participation in the MLDP has

significantly increased my chances

of being promoted to a leadership

position with greater responsibilities.
0 0 0 0 0

1.***2....3.***4*. 5

(05)
12. MLDP staff, faculty, and consultants

were aware of and sensitive to

ethnic/cultural differences of project 0 0 0 0 0

participants. 1.....2***3****4* 5

(4.3)
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Strongly Agree

Ardu-ee

Page 4

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly uisagree

13. Communications from MLDP staff and V y
administrators were adequate, explicit, 0 0 0 0 0

and timely. 1****2****3*** 4

(3.9)

5

14. Summer institutes were designed to

accommodate both group and individual 0 0 0 0 0

professional growth needs. 1****2****3****4*** 5

(4.6)

15. The overall quality of the MLDP (i.e.

its staff, training sessions, informal

experiences, faculty, and consultants)

was excellent.

0 0 0 0 0

1****2****3****4***

(4.6)

5

16. The MLDP enabled me to establish a
number of important professional
networks and linkages that could 0 0 0 0 0

enhance my career goals.
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Page 5

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

17. Meeting facilities, parking and sleeping

accommodations were adequate at MLDP

summer institutes, training sessions, and 0 0 0 0 0

conferences. 1****2****3****4

(4 0)

5

18. I would recommend the MLDP to other

minority candidates who are interested

in moving into leadership positions with 0 0 0 0 0

greater responsibility. i****2****3****4*** 5

lg. If I had an opportunity to continue

participating in the MLDP, I would

do so without reser vations.

20. Given the opportunity, I would

recommend major changes in the

MLDP.
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(4.8)

0 0 0 0 0

i****2****3****4*** 5

(4.7)

0 0 0 0 0

1****2* 3 4 5

(2.3)



Page 6

21. In your opinion what are the major strengths of the MLDP7

lisaannaz_N Ear_ticApant_Reaponse

13 Terrific training/content activities
10 Great networking opportunities

11 Professional MLDP official and staff support
8 Outstanding resource persons & peers
4 MLDP concept is outstanding and innovative

4 Excellent professional development experience
3 Rewarding contacts with CC/TI leaders

22. What are the major weaknesses of the MLDP7

Rim= lit_ti Participant Response
7 The Project needs more orgam2ation
6 Classroom/living facilities need improvement
4 Internship program needs more structure
4 Lack of support from certain MLDP officials
4 Improve communication channels among MLDP

officials and Project participants
4

23. Spacifically, what recommendations would you make for improving
the quality of the MLDP?

REARDIIAIL_N Participant Reappneft
4 Include CC/TI presidents more in MLDP to

ease local tension
3 Eliminate cultural bias that favor Blacks
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Rompanta_N Participant Response
3 Ehminate obvious internal strife among MLDP

officials

3 Assess more carefully the competence of

resource personnel and consultants

3 Consider using participants as resource

persons and/or instructors
2 Require professional accountability from

certain (not all) MLDP officials
2 Consider using current participants as

mentors in subsequent projects

24. Other comments or observations are: (Use the reverse side of this
page if necessary.).

Rea ponu_li Participant Response
11 Thanks for the opportunity to have been

involved

10 Program officials and the staff are the best
2 Consultants and resource persons were

excellent

1 Plan some after hour, hands-on activities
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Texas A&M Community College and Technical Institute Leadership
Development Program

Participants' Resumes

4.0

Dr. Elva Allis is Faculty Chair and
Associate Professor at Tarrant County
Junior College in Forth Worth. She
earned her bachelor's and master's
degree from North Texas State
University and went on to receive her
doctorate from the same institution. Dr.
Herman Crow served as mentor.

Dr. Rose Austin is Division Chair of
Academic Skills and Mathematics at
North Harris Community College in
Kingwood. She received her bachelor's
and maz.er's degree from Jackson State
University. She went on to earn her
doctorate from the University of
Houston. Dr. Nellie Thorogood served
as mentor.

Amin/

Ms. Virginia Be lew is Coordinator of the
Private Industry Council Program at
Howard College in Big Spring. She
earned her bachelor's degree in
sociology from the University of Texas at
El Paso. Ms. Donna Harrison served as
mentor.

Dr. Vanneise Collins is Assistant to the
President at the College of the 1...in1and
in Texas City. She earned her bachelor's
degree in sociology and her master's
degree in reading education from the
State University of New York at Rufrelo
and went on to pursue her doctorate in
educational administration from the
same institution. Mr. Larry Stanley
served as mentor.

197

Mr. Richard Coronado is Director of
Personnel Services at McLennan
Community College in Waco. He
earned his bachelor's degree from the
University of Texas and went on to
pursue graduate studies at the American
Technological University. Dr. Richard
Drum served as mentor.

Mr. Richard Delgado is Acting
Associate Dean at San Antonio College.
He earned his bachelor's degree in
engineering from the University of
Houston and went on to pursue his
master's degree in Urban Planning
from the University of Texas at San
Antonio. Mr. Homer Hayes served as
mentor.



Mr. Rod Fluker is the Campus Manager
at Austin Community College. He
earned his bachelor's degree from Wiley
College and went on to pursue his
master's degree from Prairie View
A&M. Dr. Nancy Glass served as
mentor.

Ms. Blanca "Rosie" Garcia is
Chairperson and Associate Professor at
Del Mar College in Corpus Christi. She
earned her bachelor's degree in nursing
from Incarnate Word College and went
on to pursue her master's degree in
nursing and education. Dr. Arlene
Kostoch served as mentor.

Ifiona.1. tql
Ms. Orfelina "Fena" Garza is Campus
Coordinator of Houston Community
College. She earned her bachelor's
degree in health and physical education
from Texas Women's College and went
on to pursue her master's in guidance
and counseling from Texas Southern
University Dr. Frank Thornton served
as mentor.

Ms. Cora Govan Jackson is Director of
Admission & School Relations at
Trinity Valley Community College in
Athens. She earncd her bachelor's in
psychology from the University of Texas
at Arlington. and went on to pursue a
master's in student personnel &
guidance from Last Texas State
University. Ms. Collette Hillard served
as mentor.

198

Ms. Helen Harrir is an Instructor at
Blinn College in Brenham. She earned
her bachelor's degree from East Texas
State University and went on to pursue
her master's degree from TOW= State
University. Dr. Charles Cottingham
served as meutor.

Ms. Pricilla Hayter.Hall is a Career
Planning/Placement Specialist at
Richland College in Dallas. She earned
her bachelor's degree from Florida
A&M University and went on to pursue
her master's in sociology non, the
University of Florida. Dr. Deana
Graham served as mentor.



/1
Dr. Charles Hebert, Jr. is Division Chair
of Public Service Careers at Houston
Community College. He earned his
bachelor's degree from rexas Southern
University, and went on to pursue his
master's degree in education from the
University of Missouri. Mrs. Penny
McLeskey served as Mentor.

4.-4101t'

Ms. Raquel Henry is a Counselor at Lee
College in Baytown. She earned her
bachelor'r degree from the University of
Michigan and went on to pursue her
master's degree of education from the
University of Houston. Dr. Carol Raney
served as mentor.

Ms. Astra Jackson is a Biology
Instructor at McLennan Community
College in Waco. She earned her
bachelor's degree from Langston
University and went on to pursue her
master's degree from Prairie View
A&M University. Dr. Richard Drum
served as wanton

Dr. Micheal Jackson is Director of
Counseling Services and Division Chair
of Human Development at El Centro
Community College in Dallas. He
earned his bachelor's degree from
Langston University and went on to
pursue his doctorate in psychology from
Ohio State University. Dr. Wright
Lassiter, Jr. served u mentor.

199

Ms. Marilyn Lee is Campus Manager at
Austin Community College. She earned
her bachelor's and master's degree from
Prairie View A&M University. Dr.
Nancy Glass served as mentor.

Mrs. Chris Lucio is Assistant to the
President at Texas State Technical
Institute in Harlingen. She earned her
bachelor's and master's degree from
Pan American University. Dr. J.
Gilbert Leal served as mentor.



Ms. Gloria Mallett is a Counselor at
North Harris County Community
College in Houston. Dr. Stephen Head
served as mentor.

sai

Mr. Andres Mentes is Campus Director
for Westbury Campus, Houston
Community College District. He earned
his bachelor's degree from Pan
American University and went on to
pursue his master's degree from Texas
A&I University. Mr. -es Coats
served as mentor,

Mr. Daniel Munguia is a Program
Specialist with the Houston Community
College District. Mr. John Brown served
as mentor.

1

Ms. Norma Perez is a Counseling &
Guidance Officer zt Houston
Community College. She earned lu.r
bachelor's degree from the Dominican
College and went cn to pursue her
master's degree in education from the
University of Houston. Mr. Ramon
Martinez served as mentor.

Mr. Alvin Pollard is Dean of Technical
Education at McLennan Community
College in Waco. He earned his
bachelor's and master's degree from
Tennessee State University. Mr.
Dennis Michaelis served as mentor.

Ms. Irene Porcarello is Campus Director
with the Houston Community College
District. She earned her bachelor's and
master's degree from the University of
HoustoL. Dr. Manuel Perry served as
mentor.



Am-74"1

k4,

Mr. Arnold Ramirez is a Counselor at
Brazosport College in Houston. Dr.
Morris Paschall served as mentor.

Mr. Sammy Rhodes is an instructo* at
Texas State Technical Institute in Waco.
He earned his bachelor's degree from
Teru A&M University in Technical
Education, Ms. Francis Melange
served as mentor.

Ms. Sylvia Rodriguez is Campus
Coordinator with the Houston
Community College District. Ms. Lee
Ellwood served as mentor.

Mr. Rudy Soli: is a Career Counselor
with the Houston Community College
District. He earned his bachelor'',
degree from Sam Houston State
University and went on to pursue a
master's degree from Ball State
Uninrsity. Ms. Lee Ellwood served as
mentor.

Dr. Judy Traylor is Director of
Developmental & Adult Education at
Northeast Texas Community College in
Mt. Pleasant. She earned her bachelor's
and master's degree from East Texas
State University and went on to pursue
her doctorate from the same institution.
Dr. Susan McBride served as mentor.

Ms. Carrie Joan Tunson is an Instructor
and Retention Coordinator at Tarrant
County Jr. College in Fort Worth. She
earned her bachelor's degree in business
education from Bishop College and went
on to pursue her master's degre from
Central Connecticut State College, Dr.
Judith Carrier served as mentor.



Mr. Ramon Vela is a Counselor at 1.4.e
College in Baytown. He earned his
bachelor's degree from the University of
Houston and went on to pursue his
master's degree in social work from the
University of Michigan. He has
completed his coursework toward his
doctorate at Texas Sonthern University.
Mr. Earl Wright served as mentor.

Ma. Martha Villarreal is Division Chair
and Instructor at Bee County College in
Beeville. She earned her bachelor's and
master's degree from Corpus Christi
State University, Dr. Neal McBryde
served as mentor.

411111110k, ...--
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Ms. Joselle Williams is a Computer Lab
Administrator at Richland College in
Dallas. She earned her bachelor's
degree from the University of Texas at
Austin. Ms. Jackie Claunch served as
mentor.

As.

t

Ms. Marilyn Woods is a Placement
Coordinatar at Paris Junior College in
Paris. She earned her bachelor's degree
in Speech Communication from the
University of North Texas. Dr. Mary
Griffith served as mentar.

2 r 2

Mr. Fred Woolridge is a Supervisor with
the Houston Community College
District. He earned his bad -.lees
degree in Tech-nology, and his master's
degree in higher Eduction from the
University of Houston. Mr. John Brown
served as mentar.

Ms. Margarita Zamora is an Assistant
Professor and Retention Coordinator at
Tarrant County Jr. College in Fort
Worth. Dr. Judith Carrier served as
mentor.
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